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WPF-HD
REINFORCED LOG GRAB WITH BLADE AND INTERCHANGEABLE 
TEETH.

The WPF HD is a unique tool in the industry,
having a blade or with open tips, with just usin 
an interchangeble tooth.
It can be used in any moving activity, wood, log,
chopped ,waste and so on.
Its reinfored structure and frame, built with high 
alloy steel, double frame and enlarged cylincer 
let it became the ideal tool for intensive and 
wear use.
Optional can be equipped wiht a 360 degrees 
hydraulic rotation.

Available in 5 models for excavators with 
operating weight from 6 to 25 ton.

WPF 10HD WPF 12HD WPF 15HD WPF 20HD WPF 25HD

Excavator ton 6 - 10 8 - 12 12 - 15 14 - 20 18 - 25

A mm 1630 1860 2010 2300 2400

D mm 440 550 550 550 550

E mm 550 656 714 760 800

F mm 90 110 120 170 190

H mm 850 985 1071 1200 1300

S m2 0,26 0,38 0,48 0,55 0,80

Weight (Without Mounting) Kg 230 360 450 500 650

Oil l/min 50 50 50 60 60

Lifting Capacity Kg 4000 6500 7000 8000 8000

Oil Pressere bar 200 200 250 300 300

NEW

SINGLE PIN MOUNTING

FALCONETTO PIN

XR ROTOR

GV ROTOR

RECYCLING 
solution
FORESTRY 
solution
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Features

W elcome to the Spring /Summer 
Edition of Forestry & Energy 
Review Magazine. �e number 

of consumers interested in all things relating 
to the environment and green energy in 
particular is increasing at a rapid pace 
particularly during this Covid 19 period. 
Many people have had the opportunity to re- 
assess their relationship with nature at a time 
when person to person contact was restricted.  
We expect that this will mean a pivot in 
direction of demand towards renewable energy 
and away from fossil fuels and less e�cient 
building products.
Renewable Energy: Forestry & Energy visited 
Edwin Stryker of North Kerry Woodchip to 
garner his views on the transition to renewable 
energy over the past number of years: a most 
informative journey.
Forest Roads: Ciaran Nugent outlines the 
changes in policy relating to the construction 
of roads that will need to be adhered to for the 
future.
Hardwood Focus Group: More and more 
small diameter hardwood is coming on stream 
that was planted 20-30 years ago. A focus 

group travelled to Wales to explore the uses, 
other than �rewood, available. Jonathan 
Spazzi outlines their �ndings and the further 
work planned by the group.                                                                       
Confor: Last September we represented our 
magazine customers in the UK by exhibiting 
at the Confor Woodland Show at Longleat in 
September. 
Teagasc Research Showcase: We had a very 
interesting day exhibiting at this event at 
Oakpark Research Centre in Carlow which 
was well attended and we received interesting 
feedback from the many people who spoke to 
us at our stand. 

We will all miss the camaraderie enjoyed by 
attending the various exhibitions including 
TALKING TIMBER and APF  which have 
had to be cancelled due to Covid 19. 

Hoping you all Keep safe during these 
challenging times.

We trust you enjoy reading this publication 
which will continue to provide a voice for the 
Forestry and Energy sectors.
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2020 Talking Timber Goes Virtual 

Foreword

Due to COVID 19 restrictions this year’s popular Talking Timber, is going online as a Virtual event at 7-8pm on Tuesday 14th July 2020. 
Following a format of live videos and panel discussion, contributors including Teagasc, DAFM, a forest owner and a sawmiller, will discuss topics to inform and 
guide forest owners preparing to thin their conifer forests, grow quality timber and sell it successfully. Forest owners can also get their questions answered through a 
live Q&A session. To attend Virtual Talking Timber please register online at www.teagasc.ie/talking timber2020 

44 - North Kerry Woodchip… for the love of Wood!
Edwin Stryker describes his journey of life through Forestry, 
Woodchip and Poultry.
 
18 - High Nature Value Farmland and Forestry Systems 
for Biodiversity 
A new DAFM and EPA funded study was launched in December 
2019 to enable a more integrated approach to the management 
of HNVFF resources.

24 - �e Hardwood Focus Group: Exploring Utilisation 
Potential Of Irish Broadleaf Forests 
Jonathan Spazzi of Teagasc Forestry outlines the work of the 
group and lessons learned from a recent exploratory trip to 
counterparts in Wales.

32 - Laying Strong Roots for the Future
�is young Cork dairy farmer is enjoying the Farm Forestry 
Module at the Salesian College in Pallaskenry. Richard Walsh, 
Tom Houlihan, Michael Somers, Teagasc Forestry Development 
Department.

36 - Agroforestry Continues to Grow
Farmers can continue to practice agriculture while also growing 
trees, and it is this �exibility that makes it attractive. Writes 
Eugene Curran Forestry Inspector.

40 - Forest Business Innovation and Advancement 
Showcase in Finland
FOBIA project outputs to aid forest entrepreneurs highlighted 
in forest contracting business and e-learning platform seminars, 
held in snowy Vuokatti, Finland in February 2020. Adriene 
Booth & Tom Kent, Waterford Institute of Technology.  

48 - Forest Roads - Single Consent
A New System for Forest Roads - Writes Ciaran Nugent Regional 
Forestry Inspector, Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine.

58 Forest Harvesting Technology and Innovation in 
Finland
�e purpose of the trip was to investigate how forestry practices 
o�er precise harvesting solutions in Finland and how they 
could be best applied to Irish forestry, possibly improving the 
harvesting process in Ireland. Ronan O’Kee�e, Waterford 
Institute of Technology.

62 Seasonal Forestry Tips 
Now is a good time to assess your forest’s condition and plan for 
the future! Good management will help your trees to realise their 
full economic and environmental potential.

Teagasc National Forestry Public Events 2020

As with all public events and mass gatherings, due to the 
COVID-19 restrictions, the planned Teagasc forestry 
events for 2020 are either cancelled or postponed 
until further notice. Teagasc Forestry Development 
Department have collaboratively developed a 
comprehensive work plan setting out alternative options 
in providing support and promotion to forest owners 
and landowners. We propose to keep options under 
review and return to those events that are feasible 
as early as possible. �e updated forestry events 
programme for 2020 is available – see www.teagasc.ie/
forestry for particulars.
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Teagasc Forestry Clinics Prove Popular

Teagasc recently completed a nationwide series of forestry 
advisory clinics and reported strong interest for information 
about forestry across the country. Held in 27 Teagasc locations 

the clinics provided a source of advice and information through 
individual consultations about a whole range of forestry topics.

Over 350 consultations were completed with additional clinics 
required to meet demand. New planting enquiries made up more than 
60% of all consultations with farmers and landowners seeking objective 
and independent guidance and information on the many planting 
options o�ered under the current Forestry Programme and the range 
of attractive establishment grants and annual premium categories 
available.

�e one-to-one con�dential nature of the consultations is proving 
a popular means of getting advice and information for many farmers, 
landowner s and forest owners.

A land use change to forestry, like any new farm enterprise, raises 
many questions. However everyone’s situation is di�erent and so the 
tailored advice provided  by the  Teagasc forestry advisor can prove 
critical to empowering farmers and landowners to make informed 
decisions on many relevant issues.

Some of the issues covered in relation to planting land included:
• Opportunities for farmers and other landowners to plant under 

the Forestry Programme 2014-2020
• Available a�orestation grants and premiums
• Interaction with other farm schemes, e.g. BPS, GLAS, etc.
• How forestry can improve farm income and the environment
• How to apply and get the job done right �rst time

Liam Kelly, Teagasc forestry adviser based in Mullingar said “�ere 
was a very encouraging  increase in enquiries, especially farmers, 

looking seriously at forestry to complement their farming. Many are 
looking to the future and their options including  when they �nish in 
Glas.  �ere was also a clear understanding of the increasing demand 
for sustainable farming.” 

He added; “�ere were also several consultations with landowners 
who do not farm and are now seriously looking at forestry as a more 
productive and less time demanding use of their land which they wish 
to keep in the family.” 

An important cohort of those attending the clinics were forest 
owners seeking advice and information on how best to manage their 
conifer and broadleaf forests. Issues raised during consultations ranged 
from early management where plantations had just received their 
maintenance grant at four years old to planning for the thinning of 
conifer and broadleaf forests,  selling timber and market options. 

�e clinics also provided an opportunity for those attending to 
subscribe to Teagasc’s forestry E-newsletter. �is is a free email 
newsletter provided by Teagasc which provides regular updates on the 
latest developments in Irish forestry. To subscribe please go to www.
teagasc.ie/forestry. 



Alantra Limited  |  Tel: +353 87 6952402
alexandre.drouhin@alantralimited.com

www.sawblades.ie

Stockists of TCT Circular Saw 
Blades & Plate Saws for Log 
Saw Benches and Firewood 
Processors. We supply blades 
suitable for Posch , UniForest, 
Rabaud, Palax, Major and 
many more.

Try our Chipper Knives for 
quality wood-chip production. 
Jenz & Komptech available 
from stock.

Courier service available all 
over Ireland & UK.
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Ponsse Offers Industry Support
Forestry Machinery

With Covid-19 dominating news headlines for the past 
number of months it’s o�en easy to lose sight of the real 
challenges in the forestry industry in Ireland right now. 

While Covid-19 will be the biggest threat to overall economic growth 
in 2020, there are other factors challenging the prosperity of the Irish 
Forestry industry at present, predominately the challenges surrounding 
felling licences. 
At Ponsse Machine Ireland we understand that 2020 will be 
particularly di�cult for some of our customers. It will also be a 
challenging year for machinery providers at the same time. With 
global and domestic machines sales severely down from original 
forecasts, it’s going to be a very di�cult year for growth. However, we 
take refuge in the fact that the Irish Forestry Industry is resilient, as 
are the contractors that are working within it. �e volume of timber 
coming into maturity is set to increase in the medium term and there 
has always been high export demand for Irish forestry products. We 
are con�dent that the long-term viability of the Irish Forestry Industry 
is safe. 
In early 2020 Ponsse Machines Ireland invested in our a�ersales 
support. We’ve hired additional �tters and administration sta� as 
well as putting additional parts and service vans on the road. We 
also plan to further expand our Emo premises later in the year. We 
are continuously training our sta� to keep up to date with the latest 
machine technology. While the travel restrictions associated with 
Covid-19 have made this more challenging, we are conscious that 
upskilling and continuously training our sta� is key. With strong, 
direct back-up from Ponsse OYJ we are committed to supporting our 
customers, both old and new, in these di�cult times and see a strong 
place for Ponsse on the Irish Forestry Machinery market in the future. 
While 2020 has not been the year we had hoped, we are still here to 
support our customers and are con�dent that there is a bright future 
for forestry in Ireland. 
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T: +353 7491 56036 E: info@lcpackaging.ie

www.lcpackaging.com

SUPPORTING YOUR PRODUCTS

SUPPLIERS OF
Leno Woven Bags  |  Rachel Knitted Bags  |   Tonne Bag  |  

Monofilament Bag  |  Paper Bags  |  Woven Polypropylene Bag  |  
Jute  |  Ground Cover  |   Polythene Bags  |   Tubular Netting

New Teagasc Farm Forestry Publications

Teagasc Forestry Education – Informing Young Farmers

A number of new publications providing  a range of information 
for forest owners and anyone considering forestry are now 
available from Teagasc Forestry Development  Department.

Sustainable Bene�ts of Forests (Farm Forestry Series No.21) provides 
an overview of the many  sustainable economic, environmental and 
practical bene�ts from trees and forests.

Forestry Health and Safety (Farm Forestry Series No.22) outlines the 
health and safety responsibilities of forest owners to make their forest a 
safe and healthy place to work.

Timber Harvesting and Sales Checklist (Farm Forestry Series.23)   
provides an important planning and monitoring checklist to assist 

forest owners to plan, organise and optimise timber harvesting and 
sales.

�e Friendly Forest – A new attractive and fact �lled publication 
providing lots of facts and information on the bene�ts of forests from 
producing timber , enhancing biodiversity, providing recreation and 
helping our climate.

All the above new publications are available in hard copy from 
your local Teagasc forestry adviser, Teagasc Forestry Development 
Department, Athenry 091 845200 and to download at www.teagasc.ie/
forestry. 

Since the launch of the new Teagasc farm forestry module within 
the Certi�cate of Agriculture for young farmers, the forestry 
message has been delivered to over thirty classes and to a wider 

audience at over twenty public  events. �e module which is delivered 
by Dr.Richard Walsh, Forestry Liaison O�cer in co-operation with 
local forestry advisers is enabled by the Teagasc forestry promotion 
campaign in conjunction with the DAFM and wider forest industry.

Learning about forestry as part of agricultural education o�ers 
another avenue for young farmers to explore in planning for their 
future in farming. �e module helps to guide young farmers on 
how incorporating forestry into a farm enterprise can improve farm 
viability and provide longer term sustainable economic, environmental 
and practical bene�ts.

�e positive forestry message including its critical role in combatting 
climate change is also being brought to primary and secondary school 
students. Over the next year, the outreach of forestry education and 

promotion will be expanded with a Teagasc forestry presence at more 
events and additional input into Certi�cate in Agriculture and other 
agricultural courses.

For further information on the Teagasc forestry module or other 
aspects of Teagasc forestry education and promotion contact Dr.Richard 
Walsh, Teagasc at 091 845297 or Richard.T.Walsh@teagasc.ie 
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“timber products for life...”

Procurement Manager:
Willie Nally, 
M:087 2586138
E:  forestry@ecc.ie 
W:www.ecc.ie

One of Ireland’s leading timber processors is seeking Clearfalls,
Windblow and Subsequent Thinnings Nationwide. 
Roadside or Standing - Contact us for an immediate quote.

Head Office:
Corr na Mona, Co. Galway. 
Irl:   094 9548255 
E:    sales@ecc.ie 
W:   www.ecc.ie
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One of Ireland’s leading timber processors is seeking to purchase 
Clearfalls & Windblow from Spruce Forests Nationwide.
Roadside or Standing - Contact us for an immediate quote.

Corr na Mona, 
Co. Galway
Irl: 094 9548255
E: forestry@ecc.ie       
W: www.ecc.ie

Contact:
Willie Nally
M: 087 258 6138
Dermot Morgan
M: 087 913 7638

ISO 9001:2015

      
QUALITY

NSAI Certified
ISO 9001:2015

      
QUALITY

NSAI Certified

ECC A4 Forest Ad Jan 2018 (BLEED).indd   1 22/02/2018   14:35

Ireland’s leading timber processor is seeking to purchase 
Clearfalls & Windblow from Spruce Forests Nationwide.
We guarantee a fully traceable and secure timber removal 
service from your forest. Roadside or Standing - Contact us 
for an immediate quote.

op rices aid rompt ayment
Free pert d ice Nationwide

ECC Forest Ad Fm Indo Feb 2020.indd   3 21/03/2020   15:39
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Forestry Is Ireland’s ‘White Knight’  
In Battle Against Climate Change
An industry perspective for Forestry & Energy Review by Michael McHale

Forestry Machinery

Spurred on perhaps by media coverage and the conversation relating 
to climate change, global warming and environmental issues 
generally, Government, politicians, commentators and the public 

alike are looking towards forestry as a ‘white knight’ that has the capacity 
to help rescue mankind from the calamity that climate activists continue 
to forecast.

Despite the many uncertainties surrounding our economy at the 
present time, reports coming from the forestry sector continue to have a 
broadly positive focus that, if all comes to pass, should augur well for the 
year and years ahead.

Accepting that some current local di�culties relating to the matter of 
felling licences and approvals are putting something of a dampener on 
development, the view within the industry is that wise heads will �nd a 
resolution and that matters will return to normal.

Mindful of the impact that any interruption in activity would have on 
hard-pressed contractors who depend on an uninterrupted �ow of work 
to pay sta� and keep their machinery moving, many (including their 
representative body) are hoping that ‘back-to-normal’ conditions will be 
arrived at soon.

One branch of forestry with particular skin in the game is the 
equipment and machinery distribution sector.

One comparatively new entrant to the sector is Birdhill and Rathcoole-
based McHale Plant Sales who, only a couple of years ago, was given 
responsibility in Ireland for the Komatsu Forest range of timber 
harvesters and forwarders.

With a highly successful 25-plus years relationship as distributors of 
Komatsu construction equipment behind them, it was perhaps inevitable 
that the chance to represent Komatsu Forest would eventually come their 
way. 

It was an opportunity that, to all outward appearances, they have 
grasped with both hands, pitting them as it did against other well-know 
names of the calibre of John Deere and Ponsse.

Speaking exclusively to Forestry and Energy Review, their chairman 

and director Michael McHale talked 
of their delight at being part of such a 
‘progressive’ industry, not least in light of 
what he termed ‘the responsibility that 
is now being placed upon its shoulders 
from an environmental point of view’.

Pleased with the reliability and 
performance of Komatsu Forest 
machinery (from daily reports he 
receives, McHale notes ‘how reliable 
they are’, confessing to ‘seldom receiving 
reports of problems on any front), he 
admits to having hit the ground running, 
aided by some of the Komatsu Forest 
stalwarts who joined him with the brand.

Having had time to establish 
themselves and prove their mettle on 
the distribution side, the company is 
currently focused on what McHale sees 
as the most important element of all – to 
further strengthen its after-sales operation 
through investment in training, the 
recruitment of technicians, and an 
increase in forestry-speci�c manpower 
generally.

‘Because the majority of our customers are contractors, all earning their 
keep through productivity and the volume of work they do, it is essential 
that we do everything we can to keep their machinery in tip-top working 
order, by providing a quick and reliable technical support and back-up 
service with excellent spare parts availability’ McHale said.

‘For those reasons, the bulk of our investment and e�ort at the present 
time is dedicated to the process of recruitment and training, our plan 
being to ensure that Komatsu Forest can go on o�ering ‘best in class’ 
back-up where and when it really counts’ he added.

Looking beyond that immediate horizon, McHale is generally positive 
about the future, commenting that ‘the outlook in general is good’. 

As regards current thinking within Komatsu Forest itself, during a 
recent visit to Ireland by a high-ranking delegation from the company’s 
European headquarters, the message that they left behind was this: 
deliver quality in all matters and the sales will follow’.

Viewing the path that McHale Plant Sales is currently taking, it would 
appear to be a message that has been well remembered!

Viewing the industry and its prospects for the future from a wider 
perspective, McHale is praising of Coillte and its role in managing and 
overseeing the forestry sector. 

Noting the opinion of some that the stranglehold it has on the 
industry can be a touch too strong at times, he said: “We can be proud of 
Coillte and of the role it plays as guardians of our forestry sector”.

‘Being a state enterprise, vested with responsibility for this important 
national resource, we have the assurance that our forests will be 
maintained and developed to the very highest standards in the public 
interest” he said.

‘Moreover, through Coillte, the industry and public alike have a 
powerful and in�uential voice when it comes to arguing the case for 
investment and planning in helping us meet increasingly onerous climate 
targets – an outcome in which all involved in the industry stand to have 
a share’ he said.
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The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM) provides a range of information 
on forestry, associated grants and felling licences.

The COFORD, Wood Technology Ireland and Wood Energy websites listed below are hosted by 
DAFM and provide a range of information important for the development of the forest sector.

For up-to-date and detailed information on forestry grant schemes, visit 
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/forestservice/grantsandpremiumschemes2014-2020/

For contact details of your local Teagasc Forestry Advisor, visit 
www.teagasc.ie/crops/forestry/

The relevant websites are:

www.agriculture.gov.ie
Forestry grants and premiums
• Felling licences
• Online management tools

www.woodenergy.ie
Advisory service on the wood
biomass supply chain and wood
fuels

www.woodtechnologyireland.ie
Independent advice on the
specifi cation and use of wood
products, and on timber standards

www.coford.ie
Download COFORD publications
and Connect Notes

Large crowds attend Teagasc Forest Research Showcase

News

In October over 450 people attended a highly successful Teagasc 
Forest Research Day in Teagasc Oak Park, Carlow. �e beautiful 
pastoral and woodland setting provided an ideal backdrop to 

showcase the current range of forest research being undertaken by 
Teagasc’ Forestry Development Department.

�e free outdoor event was billed as an opportunity to see the role 
forest research has in addressing the challenges and opportunities 
across many aspects of forestry and forest management in

Ireland. 
�e Day was also an approved forestry Knowledge Transfer Group 

(KTG) event with ten KTGs bringing over 200 enthusiastic forest 
owner participants as part of this knowledge building process.

Organised by local Forestry Development o�cer Frances McHugh 
the event programme re�ected the  many aspects of Teagasc forest 
research into the life cycle of a forest from seedling to sawdust.

On arrival and registration forest owners and other attendees 
explored the information marquee where there was an opportunity to 
meet Teagasc advisers and researchers to discuss forestry queries and 
see research projects including timber utilisation, knowledge transfer 
and social networks for private forest owners and integrated pest 
management of the Pine weevil. �ey could also avail of an extensive 
range of free brochures and other publications on forestry planting, 
management and research topics from Teagasc and DAFM stands.

Following a welcome and overview of the day by Dr Nuala Ni 
Fhlatharta, Head of Forestry Development Department groups 
assembled in glorious sunshine and were led out on the research loop 
by a Teagasc group leader.

Over the next couple of hours the groups were bought through a 
series of stops where Teagasc forest researchers outlined their projects 
on conifer and broadleaf management and tree breeding promoting 
forest sustainability, resilience and improving economic performance.

�e group’s �rst stop was an Ash plot where important research 
into ash dieback featured prominently.  Dr Miguel Nemesio-Gorriz 
who leads the ash tree genetic research within Teagasc explained how 
he was studying resistance in European ash against the ash dieback 
pathogen and focusing on the identi�cation and propagation of ash 
genotypes that are tolerant to ash dieback disease. 

Oliver Sheridan hosted the next stop and described his ongoing 

tree breeding research into the improvement of native Birch and 
Alder trees for commercial seed production. Already the research has 
resulted in the addition of improved Birch onto the DAFM approved 
species list for a�orestation and the commercial production of 
improved Birch trees.

Research into conifer thinning and the genomic evaluation of 
Sitka spruce was the theme of the next stop hosted by Dr.Niall 
Farrelly and Research Walsh Fellows Tomas Byrne and Ronan 
Cashell. Recommended thinning practice to optimise timber volume 
production and economic returns was outlined as well as the new 
Genesis project evaluating genomics for the sustainable improvement 
of Sitka spruce - our most important commercial timber producer - 
through increasing e�ciencies in the Irish tree breeding programme.

�e groups then entered the Oak woodland, stopping for a brief 
discussion with the group leader about the damage caused in the 2000’s 
by Grey squirrel, before moving to a broadleaf silviculture research 
stop led by  Dr Ian Short, Teagasc Broadleaf Forestry Researcher. 
He explained that his research focuses on the establishment and 
management of broadleaf woodlands and in this trial he is carrying 
out remedial silviculture of poorly performing c.40 year old Oak 
involving the cutting back of the poorest trees to encourage coppicing/
rejuvenation and the introduction/underplanting of other broadleaf 
species including Red Oak, Cherry and Hazel .

He concluded that the longer the health of these trees can be 
maintained, the longer we can maintain the ecological integrity and 
functions of the woodland. Ultimately, the long-term resilience of 
these woodlands lies in achieving a greater degree of species diversity.

�e �nal stop was hosted by Paddy Purser, consultant forester 
who outlined research into Continuous Cover Forestry (CCF) as an 
approach with potential to enhance forest resilience and deliver a 
wider range of ecosystem services. Oak Park woodland is in the early 
stages of management following a CCF approach.

Referring to the TransSSFor – a Teagasc/UCD project Paddy 
explained how two Sitka spruce forests in Laois and Wicklow are 
currently in the process of transformation to CCF following di�erent 
thinning regimes with the outcomes informing future long term 
management, policy and research.

Dr. Ian Short discusses broadleaf research at the Teagasc Forest Research Day, Oak Park, Carlow in October.



The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM) provides a range of information 
on forestry, associated grants and felling licences.

The COFORD, Wood Technology Ireland and Wood Energy websites listed below are hosted by 
DAFM and provide a range of information important for the development of the forest sector.

For up-to-date and detailed information on forestry grant schemes, visit 
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/forestservice/grantsandpremiumschemes2014-2020/

For contact details of your local Teagasc Forestry Advisor, visit 
www.teagasc.ie/crops/forestry/

The relevant websites are:

www.agriculture.gov.ie
Forestry grants and premiums
• Felling licences
• Online management tools

www.woodenergy.ie
Advisory service on the wood
biomass supply chain and wood
fuels

www.woodtechnologyireland.ie
Independent advice on the
specifi cation and use of wood
products, and on timber standards

www.coford.ie
Download COFORD publications
and Connect Notes



www.johndeere.ie/forestry

For Sales & Service please contact

John Deere Forestry Ltd.
Ballyknocken, Glenealy, Co. Wicklow, Ireland
Tel: +353 (0)404 44969 (Sales) Contact Ed Power
Mob: +353 (0)87 2542570
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John Deere Forestry Ltd.
Ballyknocken, Glenealy, Co. Wicklow, Ireland
Tel: +353 (0)404 44969 (Sales) Contact Ed Power
Mob: +353 (0)87 2542570
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News

Milestone Reached In  
Response To Ash Dieback 
A signi�cant milestone in Teagasc research has been reached in 

the response to Ash Dieback disease which has been spreading 
rapidly across the country infecting Ash trees growing in 

plantations, hedgerows and gardens since it was �rst detected in 
Ireland in 2012. Ash Dieback (Hymenoscyphus fraxineus) is an 
invasive fungal forest disease that infects ash trees causing the majority 
of them to die back and collapse over a number of years. 

A ray of hope however is that a small proportion of ash trees show 
natural tolerance to ash dieback. �is means that they can be infected 
to a very small extent but the infection never spreads into the tree 
which continues to grow healthily even in conditions of high infection 
pressure. �ese trees present on opportunity to breed a variety of ash 
tolerant to ash dieback that can be planted again in Irish forests. 

Since 2016, Teagasc forestry researchers have been working to 
identify and propagate a collection of ash genotypes with tolerance 
to ash dieback. Collaborating with a number of research institutions 
across Europe, research focussed on ash trees of di�erent origins 
identi�ed as being tolerant to ash dieback over a period of several years 
under high infection pressure. 

Scion wood from tolerant trees - each tree representing a genotype 
- was disinfected, imported by Teagasc and gra�ed in order to produce 
multiple copies. By 2019, copies of 208 tolerant ash genotypes had been 
produced at Teagasc research centre in Ashtown. 

With a �nal objective to establish a highly diverse gene bank of 
tolerant ash that will, at the same time, act as a seed orchard to produce 
ash seed tolerant to ash dieback, a suitable planting site was required.

�anks to a collaboration between Teagasc and Coillte, a suitable site 
was identi�ed in a Coillte owned forest and prepared to host the new 
gene bank.

Located in Castlemorris forest, Co. Kilkenny the site was fenced and 
prepared for the planting and in May 2020 the milestone was reached 
when a total of 624 ash trees (three copies per genotype) were planted. 
�is ash gene bank is the �rst ash forest to be planted in Ireland since 
2012 and one of the largest in Europe in terms of number of genotypes 
and geographic origins. It is also undoubtedly one of the most 
important in Ireland and Europe’s �ght against Ash Dieback.

Teagasc researcher Dr.Miguel Gorriz has been co-ordinating the 
establishment of the gene bank with Coillte and looks forward to the 
�rst production of seed tolerant to Ash Dieback which is expected 
to start within 10 years. However he cautions “�e high diversity of 
the gene bank is a double-edged sword. On one hand, the current 
gene bank o�ers high resilience, genetic diversity and capacity for 
adaptation to di�erent environmental conditions like climate change. 
On the other hand, some of the genotypes of the collection might not 
be suitable for Irish climate and may have to be removed from the gene 
bank”.

 �e ash gene bank will be monitored regularly for ash dieback 
damage, tree health and adaptation. Some genotypes are expected 
to be removed from the gene bank while others are likely to be 

incorporated. In the end, the gene bank will produce seed that will 
allow ash trees to have a presence in Irish forests again.



Worrell Harvesting are looking to secure timber from clearfells, thinnings, �re damaged 
wooded areas, Christmas trees and roadside timber. We buy both hardwood and 

softwood. You will receive prompt payment and a professional approach. Our timber 
removal is 100% traceable through our docketing and text system.

Farmers don’t burn bushes there may be Value in them
Contact us today for higher prices per hectare and no reforest costs in Clearfell
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High Nature Value Farmland and 
Forestry Systems for Biodiversity

THE HNV FARM FOREST BIODIVERSITY PROJECT

HNV Forests are de�ned as “all natural forests and those semi-
natural forests in Europe where the management (historical or 
present) supports a high diversity of native species and habitats, 
and/or those forests which support the presence of species of 
European, and/or national, and/or regional conservation concern”.

In order to develop appropriate measures to protect and enhance 
biodiversity, it is necessary to classify, identify, map and monitor 
areas of high or potentially high biodiversity value.

Biodiversity, or biological diversity, is de�ned by the UN as “the 
variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter 
alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological 
complexes of which they are part; this includes genetic diversity within 
species, between species and of ecosystems”. �e National Biodiversity 
Action Plan 2017-2021 succinctly states that “biodiversity provides us 
with, for example, clean air, water, food, fuel, medicines, recreation, 
spiritual enrichment and protects us from extreme weather. It supports 
pollination, soil fertility, and regulates our climate”.

It is well understood that maintaining biodiversity is key to 
developing robust and sustainable ecosystems and at EU level, the 
conservation of natural resources, halting the loss of biodiversity and 
stemming the degradation of ecosystem services are key environmental 
objectives.  At national level, Foodwise 2025 acknowledges the 
challenges that surround increasing agricultural production while 
not negatively impacting on biodiversity and ecosystem services; it 
also recognises the necessity to develop indicators for environmental 

sustainability including monitoring trends in biodiversity.

“It is expected that the forthcoming CAP reform will continue to 
strengthen the links between payments and the provision of public 
goods, including environmental action to address climate and 
biodiversity challenges.”
In order to develop appropriate measures to protect and enhance 
biodiversity, it is necessary to classify, identify, map and monitor areas 
of high or potentially high biodiversity value. �e ‘High Nature Value’ 
(HNV) concept evolved early in the 1990s, recognising the need to 
better protect natural and semi-natural vegetation and associated 
biodiversity in EU farmland and forest areas, both within and beyond 
those areas that are already designated and legally protected. By 2005, 
there was a HNV indicator proposed at EU level aimed at conserving 
the farming and silvicultural practices known to support biodiversity 
maintenance. �e current EU Rural Development Programme includes 
a requirement to monitor the extent, condition and changes over time 
in such areas. 

HNV Farmland is de�ned as “those areas in Europe where 
agriculture is a major (usually the dominant) land-use and where that 
agriculture supports or is associated with either a high species and 
habitat diversity, or the presence of species and/or national, and/or 
regional conservation concern, or both”. Similarly, HNV Forests are 
de�ned as “all natural forests and those semi-natural forests in Europe 
where the management (historical or present) supports a high diversity 
of native species and habitats, and/or those forests which support the 
presence of species of European, and/or national, and/or regional 
conservation concern”. 

High Nature Value landscape of small extensive farmland parcels bounded and connected by a variety of stone walls, hedgerows and larger pockets of 
woodlands. �ese farmlands are not just important for biodiversity, but provide a multitude of other societal services through sustaining rural economies 
and providing clean water, high quality air and preserving rich cultural landscapes. Photo Credit: Dolores Byrne

Biodiversity

A new DAFM and EPA funded study was launched in December 2019 to enable a more 
integrated approach to the management of HNVFF resources. Marie Doyle, UCD Forestry, 
introduces the project
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Aerial imagery of Ballisodare Bay (Co. Sligo) 
hinterland, illustrates a patchwork of lowland 
farmlands.

Using an overlay of the Small Woody Features 
2015 layer from Copernicus Land Monitoring, 
it is possible to observe the rich woodland 
network de�ning and interconnecting 
individual �eld parcels. �rough connectivity 
analysis of this woodland network

�rough connectivity analysis of this woodland 
network, it is possible to classify the various 
features-woodland core (green), hedgerows 
connecting woodland core (red), disconnected 
hedgerows (brown) etc. �e preservation and 
restoration of woodland ecosystems can be enhanced 
by identifying and targeting features that provide 
and increase interconnectivity.”

In Ireland, farming and forestry occur across diverse landscapes 
with varying intensities and while research work has already been 
undertaken on the characterisation and mapping of HNV farmland 
(in the ‘IdealHNV’ project), little work has been conducted to date on 
characterising and mapping HNV forests. �ere were �ve indicators 
used in characterising farmland as HNV: semi-natural habitat cover, 
stocking density, hedgerow density, river and stream density and soil 
diversity, with highest weightings placed on the �rst two indicators 
(40% and 30%, respectively). Indicators for characterising forests as 
HNV often include naturalness, hemeroby (degree of human in�uence 
on the ecosystem), accessibility, growing stock and connectivity. 

With respect to monitoring HNV areas, it is essential to also assess 
the quality, as indicated by biodiversity levels and ecosystem service 
provision. HNV areas are close-to-natural or with a high proportion 
of semi-natural features, multifunctional in nature and of particular 
importance to meeting EU biodiversity and climate change policy 
goals but the capacity for these systems to deliver a range of ecosystem 
services is highly dependent on their ecosystem integrity/quality.

“�e inherent quality of these areas is negatively impacted by land-
use change, intensi�cation, introduction of non-native species, and 
the overall simpli�cation of the resource.” 

A new DAFM and EPA funded research project entitled ‘High 
Nature Value Farmland and Forestry Systems for Biodiversity’ was 
launched in December 2019 and it will build on previous research and 
will enable a more integrated approach to the management of HNVFF 
resources. 

Outputs of the IdealHNV project, together with other existing 
datasets and inventory methodologies, including the National Forest 
Inventory, the National Survey of Native Woodlands and designations 
from the National Parks and Wildlife Service will inform the 
development of HNVFF typologies for Ireland. It is then planned to 
develop and test an approach towards the quality assessment of these 
areas in terms of ecosystem service provision. Other objectives include 
modelling incentives to support the maintenance and enhancement of 
HNVFF biodiversity and ecosystem services and the development of an 
integrated policy framework incorporating a range of agri-environment 
climate measures and areas of biodiversity enhancement for forestry and 
farmland. 

�e project is structured in several tasks: 

Task 1: Identi�cation and Characterisation of HNV Farmland and 
Forests at a National scale
Review existing literature and recommended indicators of HNV 
Forestry at a national and international scale 
Identify and collate appropriate datasets that are available in Ireland to 
identify presence/absence of HNV Forestry and collate in geo-database.
Review and revise existing approaches for the identi�cation HNV 
farmland
Establish HNV farmland and forest typologies

Task 2: National Distribution Map of HNV farmland and forest 
areas
2.1 National estimates of HNV forest area extent based on repeatable, 
transparent and objective criteria within a GIS environment.
2.2 Ground-truthing surveys to assess accuracy of GIS methodology
2.3 Amalgamate HNV forestry and HNV farmland approaches to 
create an integrated methodology to estimate distribution of HNV 
farmland and forestry in Ireland.
2.4 Assess sensitivity of map output to changes in input criteria

Task 3: Ecosystem quality assessments and trends in development of 
HNV farmland and forests
3.1 Review and development of methodologies for biodiversity and 
ecosystem quality assessment of HNV
3.2 Develop and �eld test methodologies for the ecosystem quality 
and quantity assessments of HNV farmland and forest in landscape 
learning areas 
3.3 Costing of a national monitoring programme for HNV farmland 
and forest and potential of inclusion in existing national monitoring 
initiatives 

Task 4: Modelling incentives and integrated approaches to conserve 
and restore HNV farmland and forest 
4.1 Create a toolbox of existing and innovative HNV farmland and 
forest measures to conserve and restore biodiversity and associated 
ecosystems services of HNV farmland and forests 
4.2 Assess the extent to which proposed biodiversity measures will have 
co-bene�ts / co-determinants for other ecosystem services (e.g. water, 
carbon, food, �bre) 
4.3 Use statistical analysis and models to assess connectivity between 
HNV farmland and forest features to inform design of landscape scale / 
co-operative approaches to proposed measure implementation 
4.4 Provide recommendations for an integrated land-use policy 
framework across HNV farmland and forest areas 

PROJECT OUTCOMES
�e outcomes of the project will inform policy as well as bene�t broader 
sections of society and the economy. It will answer questions in relation 
to the management of our HNV areas, including understanding 
the existing status and establishing systems to monitor change over 
time. Other objectives include modelling incentives to support the 
maintenance and enhancement of HNVFF biodiversity and ecosystem 
services and the development of an integrated policy framework 
incorporating a range of agri-environment climate measures and areas 
of biodiversity enhancement for forestry and farmland.

�e project is being led by Dr. James Moran of GMIT with Teagasc 
partners Dr. Daire Ó hUallacháin and Dr. John Finn and Marie 
Doyle of UCD Forestry. 

Biodiversity

Picture Credit: Julien Carlier 
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30 Years Of Sawing In Wales  
With Five Wood-Mizer Sawmills
By Mareks Lomako

Wood-Mizer Feature

It’s hard to believe, but David Jones, a farmer from the small village of 
Bala in North Wales, was preparing himself for a completely di�erent 
career. “After school, I wanted to try something di�erent than the 

farm because I came from a farming family,” said David. “I left the family 
farm and learned for three years to become a chef. I was a head chef in a 
hotel restaurant located right on the outskirts of our village Bala.”

Two years later, David decided to return to his roots and to his native 
family farm. “A friend of mine saw a TV commercial of Wood-Mizer 
mobile sawmill,” said David. “He had 200 acres of woodland, and the 
idea of a sawmill seemed very attractive - you can clean the woods and 
cut old trunks. He bought an [Wood-Mizer] LT40 and asked me if I 
wanted to work with him. I always liked working with wood, so I gladly 
agreed.”

�e former chef turned into a sawyer and the two friends began to 
travel in the area with a portable sawmill to provide custom wood sawing. 
After 4 years, David bought his own LT40 mobile sawmill.

“It was, I believe, in 1990,” recalls David. “So, yes, I’ve been working 
with a Wood-Mizer sawmill for more than 30 years.”

A Machine Good for Making Money
David is one of those professionals who thoroughly understands the 
intricacies of their business and knows their sawmill inside and out. 
“�is is a fantastically practical machine,” said David. “It works in the 
rain, in the cold and in the heat. No weather can interfere with it. �is 
machine is especially good when you need to ful�ll sawing orders. It’s 
very convenient - you can tow the sawmill anywhere and install it even in 
the woods, even on the farm. I really like this work. And of course, this 
machine is very good for making money.”

David has bought 4 Wood-Mizer sawmills already, always the LT40 
model, and is preparing to purchase his �fth Wood-Mizer soon. It makes 
sense why David is selling his old sawmill because there is a great demand 
on the secondhand market and he is buying a new LT40 with a two-
year manufacturer’s warranty. Although he gets the same LT40 model, 
there are new elements in the design, since Wood-Mizer is constantly 
improving the sawmill making it more convenient and easier to control. 
“I have had my last LT40 since 2008,” said David. “It worked for over 
9,000 hours. It has a powerful 42 horsepower diesel engine and a full 
hydraulic system for loading logs.”

�e LT40 narrow band sawmill is indeed one of the most popular 
Wood-Mizer sawmills in the world. �is is due �rst to its e�ciency, as 
a narrow band blade produces less sawdust and more lumber from each 
log, and secondly, with high quality cuts. �anks to the cantilever head 
design, LT40 makes a perfectly accurate cut, even if it is setup on an 
uneven surface. Another advantage of the cantilever design is that the 
machine is capable of cutting large logs up to 90 cm in diameter. �e 
LT40 model can be equipped with a gasoline, electric or diesel engine, 
and it is made so that an operator can work alone to   tow the sawmill to 
the site, setup in 20 minutes, and operate independently starting with 

hydraulic controls to load logs. �e Setworks digital processor quickly 
sets the head to the right position to cut the board of the required 
thickness, so the operator does not need to calculate and remember 
values   in his mind. David says he had no problems with the LT40. 
“�e sawmill is very reliable. If I need to change something - a bearing, 
hydraulic oil or something in an electric part - I usually manage it on my 
own in my garage. If I need some spare parts, I call the local Wood-Mizer 
representative and the next day I get everything I need by mail.” 

Wood-Mizer Blades
David uses DoubleHARD sawmill blades, also available from Wood-
Mizer, with a 10/30 tooth pro�le. �ese are universal blades that 
successfully cut both hardwood and softwood. David sharpens them 
with Wood-Mizer blade sharpener using CBN borazon grinding wheel 
to perfectly reproduce the 10/30 pro�le and eliminate human errors. 
Recently, David learned about the new Wood-Mizer Vortex blades with 
a unique tooth pro�le. Vortex blades do not just saw wood, but also 
remove sawdust from the cut, resulting in a clean board surface that does 
not need to be further cleaned manually. “I haven’t tried them at work 
yet, but I’ve already heard about their ability to not only saw, but also to 
remove sawdust,” said David. “In my opinion, this is very convenient, 
especially if you need to stack oak planks for drying, there is always a 
lot of manual work, you need to brush them manually. I decided to try 
Vortex blades.”

Fair Wind
At the moment David has many orders. He saws mainly Western red 
cedar (�uja plicata) and makes cladding for construction. He currently 
ful�ls a big contract for a local construction company in Bala.

“In general, the market is changing a lot,” said David. “People are 
increasingly looking to live in houses lined with red cedar.” A good 
market situation, like a fair wind, prompted David to buy another 
Wood-Mizer LT40. “I already had a very nice conversation with the bank 
manager, so, yes, this will be my �fth LT40 sawmill,” David smiles.

Best Way to Make Friends
When you live in a village where all the people know each other, a 
sawmill is the best way to have good relationships with neighbors. “�is 
work is doubly enjoyable because you feel that you are not just cutting 
boards, but helping people to realize their plans, to make their dreams 
come true and to produce something useful out of wood that will last for 
many years.”

�e family tradition continues with one of David’s sons studying 
carpentry in college. “I want to prepare a couple of stacks of boards from 
oak, chestnut and maybe walnut, and in 2 or 3 years, if my son wants to 
do woodworking, he will have a good supply of material to start,” said 
David. “In general, I have been sawing wood for thirty years, and I hope 
to do the same for the next thirty years.”
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INTRO
Broadleaf a�orestation has seen a big increase since the 1990’s and 
now accounts for almost 29% of our stocked forest area with an 
overall growing stock volume of 22.6 million m³ (19% of the total 
forest standing volume) (DAFM 2018). We have ready markets for our 
softwoods with approximately eight medium- to large-scale processors, 
while high value markets and production capability for hardwoods have 
yet to be developed. In the long term, opportunities exist to develop an 
Irish hardwood supply chain. 

Are there also opportunities, in the next decade, to develop markets 
for hardwood material originating from intermediate thinning, 
additional to �rewood?
In recent years imports of sawn hardwoods have grown to a value of 
over €41 million in 2018 (42,000 m³) while wooden furniture imports 
in the same year reached a value of €243 million (O’Driscoll and Moore 
2019). 

Are there opportunities to substitute some of these imports with 
products made in Ireland from home grown hardwood timber? 

BROADLEAF FORESTS IN IRELAND
�e total broadleaf forest area amounts to 194,000 ha (public and 
private). Species represented, in order of importance, are birch (downy 
and silver together-47,300 ha), ash (25,300 ha), alder (17,900 ha) oak 
(sessile and pedunculate together-17,900 ha), sycamore (10,100 ha) 
and beech (10,000 ha) (DAFM 2018). In terms of broadleaf forest 
management, the Irish broadleaf resource is relatively young. Forty-four 
percent of the broadleaf estate is 20 years old or younger – 61% is less 
than 30 years old. Grant-aid supports the silvicultural management 
of the broadleaf resource, with support for tending and thinning of 
broadleaf stands under the Tending and �inning element of the 
Woodland Improvement Scheme, introduced in 2009. During the 
period 2011-2018 over 6,000 ha were tended or thinned, with ash being 
the predominant species. �e advent of ash dieback (Hymenoscyphus 
fraxineus) and its’ likely impact, considering that occurring in 
continental Europe, will likely increase the importance of tending, 
thinning, and alternative silvicultural management options in ash . 

�e volume of hardwood roundwood harvested has grown in recent 
years and is projected to increase further as the broadleaf growing 
stock resource matures and enters thinning cycles. Whilst the �rewood 
market has been, and continues to be, of great importance and enabler 
to broadleaf forest management, alternative value-added markets could 
also be sought for the increasing volume of small-diameter hardwoods 
that will be entering the market over the coming years.

RESEARCH RELATED TO UTILIZATION OF SMALL 
DIAMETER HARDWOODS
Some initial work has been carried out in this regard. �e DAFM-
funded 2-year EARTH project (Exploitation And Realization of 
�innings from Hardwoods), coordinated by Prof. Annette Harte 
with Dr Daniel Llana (NUIG) and involving Dr Ian Short (Teagasc), 
did some preliminary work to investigate the physical and structural 
properties of alder, ash, birch and sycamore �rst and second thinning’s. 
A preliminary conclusion from the project is that roundwood from 

hardwood thinnings can be used for structural purposes, as small 
recreational constructions, playgrounds and fencing after being treated, 
and that ash is the most suitable species because it had a more uniform 
distribution of preservative uptake. �inning’s could also be used in the 
construction of inside-out engineered wood beams, but further testing 
is recommended. Biochar was another potential market for hardwood 
thinning’s identi�ed by the EARTH project.

Subsequent to the EARTH project, Teagasc has funded a 2-year 
project and Walsh Scholarship M.Sc. in collaboration with GMIT 
Letterfrack to investigate the exploitation of the working properties 
and utilization of small-diameter Irish-grown alder. �is project started 
in 2019 with Colin Marren appointed to the M.Sc. in October. It 
will explore opportunities to add-value and establish new utilization 
potential of alder by establishing its’ working and �nishing properties 
and exploring innovative uses.

Test samples for small-diameter Irish-grown alder on-going research

THE HARDWOOD FOCUS GROUP 
A discussion-group started in Limerick in 2018 amongst leading 
broadleaves forest owners, part of the Limerick Tipperary Woodland 
Owners (LTWO) Group, facilitated by the local Teagasc forestry 
advisor Jonathan Spazzi and with GMIT Letterfrack participation. Its 
initial aim was to provide a space for sharing ideas and facilitating the 
development of intermediate hardwood markets. Many owners had 
already applied Woodland Improvement thinning to their forests, had 
managed trees in their plantations to good size and quality, and were 
now ready to explore added value markets.

During initial meetings the need to connect with forest owners 
who are at a more advanced development stage became apparent. Of 
particular interest are  the hardwoods marketing developments taking 
place in Wales. Also highlighted was the need to share �ndings and co-
ordinate with other Forest Owners Groups and organisations in Ireland. 

With this in mind in 2019 the group successfully applied for support 
under DAFM Forestry Promotional programme for 2019-2020 for a 
range of activities to include a new dedicated webpage (http://www.
limerickandtipperarywoodlandowners.ie/hardwood-focus-project.html)

Jonathan Spazzi of Teagasc Forestry  outlines the work of the group and lessons learned from 
a recent exploratory trip to counterparts in Wales.

The Hardwood Focus Group:  
Exploring Utilisation Potential  
Of Irish Broadleaf Forests 

Hardwood
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a study trip to Wales to meet hardwood development agencies, a range 
of media productions, and webinar planned in autumn 2020.

As part of this programme, a delegation of the Hardwood Focus 
group and other forestry industry representatives travelled to Wales 
in September 2019 to meet hardwood producers and development 
agencies to explore potential markets for Irish hardwoods. �e group 
was composed of LTWO forest owners John O’Connell, Jonathan 
Sykes, Martin O’Sullivan and Ned Liston together with Mark Donnelly 
(forester/broadleaf specialist), Seán Garvey (GMIT Letterfrack 
furniture design Lecturer) and Jonathan Spazzi (Teagasc Forestry 
Development O�cer). �e  aim was to meet hardwood producers and 
development agencies in Wales and to explore possible intermediate 
markets for Irish hardwoods. �e group was also joined by Teagasc 
forestry researcher Dr Ian Short and Colin Marren M.Sc. Walsh 
Scholar (involved in small diameter alder utilisation research), as well as 
Padraig O’Tuama (forester /ProSilva Ireland ) and John Sherlock (forest 
owner and chair of the North East Forestry Group) 

�e �rst stop of the tour took place near Cardi� where the group 
met Dylan Jones from Wood Lab Pren and formally a project manager 
with Coed Cymru: a Welsh organisation �rst established in 1985 and 
involved in the development of new small-diameter hardwood products.

�e HF group at Dylan Jones Wood lab Pren workshop

�e Wood Lab Pren project continues Coed Cymrus’ work, and aims 
to facilitate the development of a local timber chain of supply from 
growers to end users, through sharing of knowledge and research-and-
development. 

According to Dylan the Welsh �rewood market is buoyant and most 
Welsh broadleaf forest owners have “limited understanding of the 
needs of designers and makers”. Also, “furniture makers and designers 
do not generally connect with the forestry industry”. Dylan explained 
how developing a strong “design-led supply chain can pave the way to 
creating skilled jobs and innumerable environmental bene�ts resulting 
from well-managed forests” 

�e main product discussed with Dylan was the endgrain tile. �is is 
the most well-known product which has been researched and developed 
by Coed Cymru 

Alder engrain tile samples viewed at Wood Lab Pren

It is intended for use as �ooring or wall covering. Endgrain is exposed 
when timber is cut across the annual growth rings at 90 degrees rather 
than cutting a plank of wood along the length of the tree. It has greater 
wear resistance than that of conventional long grain. �e endgrain 
project  was established with the main objective of developing a 
commercial resource from small-diameter logs, in general between 20 
and 40 cm mid-diameter and of short lengths    

�e project has since developed a suite of products around the tile, 
all made from small-diameter logs. �e tiles come in di�erent species, 
thicknesses, sizes and shapes depending on customer preferences and 
whether they will be used indoors or outdoors. �e basic tile measures 
approximately 100mm by 100mm by 10mm thick but there are many 
variations on these measurements. Various species have been used 
including ash, oak, sycamore, beech, birch, alder, poplar and larch. 

From the description of the manufacturing process including 
drying and �tting, it was clear that the endgrain tile requires a highly 
specialised skilled operation and, as a commercial product, is suitable 
to a niche high-end market. Other simpler products were viewed and 
discussed as viable value-added options, such as cross laminating 
narrow boards from small logs to create larger, more valuable, 
hardwood boards , or producing skirting board or architraves using 
narrow boards from small hardwood logs.

A �nal take home message from Dylan “… when trying to develop 
new products the �rst thing is getting the basics right in terms of 
understanding hardwood timber properties, sawmilling and drying 
skills and don’t try to compete with global markets. It is important to 
consider all the chain of supply from producers, processors, designers 
to end users: we need to �rst ask architects and end users what products 
they want/need before we start the design and product development 

Left to right: HF group visit to member forest in 2019; demo ash log from second thinning showing utilisation potential; trial with GMIT Letterfrack 
students for production of narrow boards from hardwood intermediate thinning

Hardwood
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process”.
One of the companies which commercially developed the end grain 

tile In Wales is Kenton Jones Ltd. �e group met Kenton, the company 
owner, at his factory workshop in Welshpool on day two and he 
explained the process of producing endgrain tiles.

Kenton gave generously of his time and expertise during the half-
day tour of his factory facilities. Kenton’s company has �tted many 
endgrain tile �oors throughout the UK and, despite little advertisement 
or promotion, he receives weekly enquiries. Kenton’s company hasn’t 
really fully developed the marketing side of this product as, since 
developing the end grain tile, his company has been focusing on a range 
of new projects. One surprising discovery for the group was that, in 
terms of ease of production and performance, alder and birch seem to 
work best due to timber stability and colour characteristics.

�e last three days of the tour were spent at Whitney Sawmills, a 
commercial hardwood specialist.

Whitney Sawmills is a well-established hardwoods sawmill based 
near Hereford, trading since the early 1990’s. Since 2016 it is run by 
Woodland Heritage, a charity dedicated to supporting  the productive 
development of British broadleaf woodlands.

Here the group trained in log grading, sawmilling skills (including 
portable sawmill) and looked at options for narrow boards use / beam 
production from small logs. �e workshop was expertly run by  leading 
UK professionals in their �elds such as Gavin Munro (Hardwoods 
valuation and marketing expert ), Will Bollough (Expert sawmiller with 
decades of experience ), Dermot Doyne (Whitney sawmill manager) 
and Ben Asson (Carpenter and wood worker).�e Whitney Sawmill  
team o�ered everyone a chance to learn a great deal on hardwood 
production and marketing, as well as facilitating many discussions 
between the diverse members of the group on the future for Irish and 
Welsh hardwoods.

During the three days of interactions, the hardwoods market in 
Wales seemed more active, compared to Ireland, much of which 
however relates mainly to oak. Douglas �r seems to have become 
an “honorary hardwood” and is growing in demand. Good markets 
also exist for ash, sycamore and elm and less so for cherry and sweet 
chestnut. Beech seems to have little market at present.

Of particular interest was the strong market for oak and Douglas 
�r beams for timber framing. Smaller saw-logs are deemed suitable for 
small beams conversion for which there is good demand. Small beams 
are produced e�ectively from 30-40 cm mid diameter logs, which 
command roadside prices well in excess of �rewood rates. Lengths of 3 
meters of fair quality are su�cient. �is could be a possible pro�table 
market for our intermediate oak thinning’s in years to come.

Also noted was the recent development of “Brimstone” a new heat- 
treated exterior cladding product for ash, sycamore and poplar. 

�e potential for future hardwood markets was discussed: home-
grown sycamore was considered to have signi�cant potential as an 
import substitute. Dimension requirements for sycamore saw-logs 
would be at 40 cm mid-diameter. In most Irish private plantations 
“crop trees” are still below 30 cm dbh due to their young age. Given 
active management, these crop trees will continue to develop and, in 
comparison with the annual growth ring widths of logs on display at 
the mill, the growth rate of our trees does appear to be greater, possibly 
revealing a competitive advantage for the decades to come.

�e trip was completed by a visit to three well-managed continuous 
cover forests for commercial hardwoods, where the importance of 
careful management for quality production was highlighted. �ese 
visits were expertly led by Graham Taylor, Director of Pryor and 
Rickett Silviculture management company. 

It was hoped that the tour would provide new insights, be a catalyst 
for further initiatives and lead to new collaborations with strategic 
stakeholders in Wales and the trip did not disappoint. �e organisations 
visited have expressed interest in working further with the Hardwood 
Focus group as part of  the group planned development work. 
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Small oak logs waiting for small beam conversion at Whitney Sawmills (top), group exercise in assessing pro�tability of small beam production (bottom left) 
and oak framing construction viewed by the group (bottom right) 

Hardwood
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Rabaud Launch new
Xylor Range of Forest Mulchers
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agents for Rabaud 
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changeable counter knives. 
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on the model.  Hydraulic folding rear door and anti-wear adjustable 
height skids, Front and rear chain protection.  �ere is the option of 
a Hydraulic clutch to o�er protection to the two larger models and 
hydraulic branch pusher with or without rake teeth. Home Forestry llp 
will take delivery of the XYLOR 2200/250 T for 175-250hp tractor in 
June and have it for demonstrations.

�ere are also 3 heavy duty mowers requiring 80-125 hp. A helical 
rotor with swinging teeth, deigned to mulch material up to 150mm, 
they come with 1 set of counter teeth as standard with an option for an 
additional set. Working widths range from 1.8 -2.2m,  front and rear 
chain protection are standard with a �xed scrub pusher frame is an 

optional extra.
�e range is completed with excavator mounted mulching heads 

designed for excavators from 8-15 and 14-21 tonne. Both have the 
helical rotors with �xed teeth. �e mulcher heads have a capacity of 
14cm on the smaller unit to 25cm on the larger head. Working width 
of the head is 140cm.

For more info and prices contact Home Forestry llp, www.
homeforestry.co.uk, email nathan@homeforestry.co.uk. 07966365157, 
01746718456
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How Dipetane Works: Dipetane
uniquely addresses and solves the
fundamental problem existing in standard
combustion, which is that some of the
valuable carbon remains unburnt.  Irish
scientists are the first and only scientists
worldwide who have discovered how
to enable the existing fixed oxygen to
gain proper access to burn the valuable
carbon much more completely compared
to standard combustion.

Injector Protection: Dipetane protects
costly injectors and valve stems from
the EC 90% cut in sulphur, the sulphur
had been acting as a lubricant for Injectors and valve stems.

Dipetane’s full burning of the carbon leaves no hard unburnt carbon
grating in the system and combined with its built in lubricant greatly
increases lubrication thereby protecting injectors and valve stems.

DPF’s-Diesel Particle Filters: Minimising regeneration, minimising
fuel usage and protecting DPF’s is very efficient.  As mentioned above
protecting DPF’s through the use of Dipetane is critical and very cost-
effective.  Dipetane treated fuel’s unique ability to burn the carbon
more completely, compared to all standard fuels means that much less
un-burnt carbon enters the DPF and therefore the regeneration occurs
less often. In some 6.8 Litre engines Dipetane’s use has extended the
regeneration from 70 hours out to over 200 hours.  This is a substantial
fuel saving and protects the DPF from the very high revs involved in
the regeneration process.

Up to 10% fuel savings: Dipetane’s independent Scientific Chassis
Dynamometer and Boiler Tests under controlled conditions show up to
10% fuel savings.  Mix rate for Dipetane is always 1:200.  1 Litre treats
200 Litre’s Diesel, Petrol, Kerosene, Heavy Oil.  It does not change the
spec of the fuel.  It is not an ‘additive’, being 100% hydro-carbon.
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“At present, preparations are gearing up for a busy calving season 
on the farm and we have plans to sustainably increase the dairy 
herd to over 100 units in the near future,” according to Stephen. 
“Our family have always had a strong interest in the environment, 

having participated in REPS and subsequent agri-environmental 
schemes.”

Stephen says he has learned much from his father over the years and 
his current involvement with the Certi�cate in Agriculture course is 
embellishing this knowledge. Within the Principles of Agriculture 
module all students receive a practical overview of the forestry option 
and its many bene�ts. In addition, Stephen has undertaken a 5-credit 
farm forestry module which provides a more detailed insight into forest 
establishment and management. 

“Our farm forest, which comprises productive conifer along with 
a mix of other tree species, was planted in three sections, the �rst 
over 11 years ago, says Stephen.” At the time of planting Stephen’s 
father, Colman, undertook farm forestry training provided by the 
Teagasc Forestry Development Department in conjunction with the 
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine.

According to Stephen: “Our forestry is literally a growing farm asset 
as well as an e�cient and sustainable use of our marginal land.”. Before 
undertaking the recent farm forestry module, Stephen was involved in 

the establishment of the more recently planted areas of his farm forest. 
“I had some understanding of the planting process, since we recently 
planted a parcel four years ago and again two years ago”, Stephen 
explains. 

With no previous formal forestry training prior to this module 
Stephen says: “I would have picked up most of my knowledge from my 
father who also has a strong interest in trees. �e forestry module has 
given me a lot more information about our forestry, has given me the 
con�dence to understand what management is needed and has enabled 
me to plan the next important steps. I can also avail of on-going advice 
from my local Teagasc Forestry advisor John Casey.”

Together with his father, Stephen has plans for their farm forest into 
the future and identi�es how it can enhance sustainability within the 
farming enterprise. “With thinnings of the older forest coming up in 
the next three to four years, discussing the timber markets during the 
module has given me clear insights into timber uses and how we can 
optimise our timber sales in the future” Stephen concludes.

�e Farm Forestry module within the Teagasc Certi�cate in 
Agriculture course aims to broaden the level of knowledge and 
awareness of forestry topics amongst current and future farm forest 
owners. �e introduction of this module is one of a wide range of 
initiatives undertaken by Teagasc to promote sustainable a�orestation. 

�is young Cork dairy farmer is enjoying the Farm Forestry Module at the Salesian College 
in Pallaskenry. Richard Walsh, Tom Houlihan, Michael Somers, Teagasc Forestry Develop-
ment Department

Laying Strong Roots for the Future
Education

Stephen Jones and John Casey, Teagasc looking at part of the family forest.
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It’s also designed to increase awareness of the potential of farm 
forestry and create a positive environment for potential future forest 
plantings. �e Farm Forestry Module covers seven key topics which 
include:

1) Incentives for farm forestry, 2) �e bene�ts of sustainable forestry 
as a land use, 3) �e physical and performance indicators of forestry, 
4) �e silvicultural requirements for success in establishment and 
management, 5) �e e�ects of farm forestry on the environment, 
biodiversity, landscape, climate and land mobility, 6) Common 
forestry tree species and utilisation of timber/products, and 7) Forestry 
establishment options for a given site.

Forestry can be an excellent addition as an on-farm enterprise that 
also provides multiple environmental bene�ts. It is important that 
farmers and landowners are clear on their land use objectives and 
understand the implications of establishing a farm forest, including the 
replanting obligations. 

When undertaking the Farm Forestry Module, students learn 
about the growth of forests, the markets for timber and the potential 
returns as Stephen outlined above. Sustainable forest management is 
also emphasised including thinning, harvesting and environmental 
enhancement. �e thinning of a forest can be bene�cial to the forest 
owner by providing a source of fuel, periodic income and improving 
the growth rate of future crop trees due to the provision of additional 
growing space.

In the design process of a farm forest, the impacts on the 
environment, biodiversity, landscape and climate must be considered. 
Students are made aware of the various designations such as Special 
Areas of Conservation, Fresh Water Pearl Mussel catchment areas, 
archaeological sites, etc. and how these may in�uence species choice, 
forest design and on-going management. 

�e role of forests in sequestering carbon is also highlighted, from 
carbon uptake during forest growth through to carbon storage in 
harvested wood products.

A key part of the module involves fostering the ability of students to 
identify some of the common tree species found in Ireland, including 
matching the right trees to the right place with appropriate objectives. 
Students may already have an awareness of common timber uses and 

this module embellishes their knowledge with practical information 
and demonstrations. For example, European Beech can be found as a 
material for woodworking benches or mallets. 

During the module, students are taken on site visits to nearby 
farm forests where they can experience this exciting enterprise at �rst 
hand while also availing of the forest owner’s considerable experience. 
Additional insights from the forest owner provide invaluable perspective 
on the important factors when making the decision to plant, 
experiences learned along the way and additional bene�ts gained by 
having a forestry enterprise on-farm. 

�e Teagasc Forestry Development Department provides research, 
advisory and training/education support to the forestry sector in 
Ireland. For more information on a range of forest topics/available 
courses log onto www.teagasc.ie/forestry or contact your local Teagasc 
Forestry Advisor.

Stephen Jones and Richard Walsh, Teagasc admire the growth of  
young Alder.

Stephen measuring the DBH of Sitka spruce under the watchful eye of John 
Casey.

Stephen Jones – “Gaining knowledge of our farming enterprises including 
the potential of farm forestry , has been a great experience.”

Education
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BACKGROUND
�e images from Australia of an inferno of �re destroying everything 
in its path, prompted people across the world to renew focus on the 
e�ects of climate change. How we manage our land is increasingly 
important if we are to meet the challenges of climate change. As a 
country, we need to adapt the way we do things in order to ensure that 
the production of food is sustainable and that the water we drink and 
the air we breathe remain fresh and clean. Simply planting more trees 
on farms could contribute signi�cantly to achieving this goal.
Agroforestry combines the growing of trees with agricultural 
production on the same piece of land. By increasing agroforestry, 
we could reduce some of the negative e�ects of other land uses by 
reducing  emissions from agricultural practices, protecting water, 
enhancing biodiversity, producing timber, producing renewable energy, 
enhancing landscape, improving animal welfare as well as reducing the 
accumulation of �ammable scrub in some parts of the country. With 
the current steady decline in rural populations, agroforestry could 
provide a robust land use with many environmental bene�ts.
Increasingly agroforestry is being mentioned in the EU with the new 
Green Deal and, at National level, with the Climate Action Plan. 
However, for many it is still an uncertain concept as to how it might �t 
in with their own agricultural enterprises and their vision for the future.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
So why is agroforestry in the news so much lately? �e answer lies 
within the structure of most agroforestry enterprises. �e ability of trees 
to sequester carbon gives landowners an easy option to help redress the 
balance of the environmental impact of their agricultural enterprise. 
Trees allow water to percolate deep into mineral soil horizons, bringing 

silt and nutrients into the soil where they can be contained helping 
purify the water that emerges into aquifers and water courses. Studies 
carried out on the economics of agroforestry compared to pure 
agriculture or pure forestry, have found that the productivity of a parcel 
of ground can be increased by up to 50% in some cases.

Organisations have been established in most European countries that 
support and promote agroforestry with shared research and aspirations. 
EUFAF (European Agroforestry Federation) promotes agroforestry 
throughout Europe and there are many useful contacts and articles 
available on their website. �ey help represent other organisations (e.g. 
Farm Woodland Forum in the UK) in lobbying in Europe for greater 
support measures. In Ireland, there are moves to establish a similar 
group called “�e Irish Agroforestry forum” ‘which hopefully will 
provide a conduit for those interested in meeting kindred spirits and 
exchanging information on the island of Ireland.

Another signi�cant development in the promotion of agroforestry 
last year, was the acceptance by the EPA of agroforestry planting in 
acid sensitive areas without having to undergo water testing analysis. 
�is is a clear endorsement of the environmentally positive contribution 
agroforestry can make.

INCENTIVES
�ere are many areas of the country where an agroforestry approach 
has been adopted by landowners without any grant incentives and the 
reason for this can range from improving drainage, providing shelter, 
landscaping, environmental enhancement or animal welfare. In some 
cases, such as poultry, access to markets are enhanced through the 
planting of trees. A couple of years ago, the RSPCA introduced a stamp 
called ‘Freedom Foods’. �is stamp indicates that the animals that are 

Farmers can continue to practice agriculture while also growing trees, and it is this �exibility 
that makes it attractive.  Writes Eugene Curran Forestry Inspector

Agroforestry Continues to Grow
Agroforestry

(photo. DAFM)
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produced have access to trees and, without this stamp, some retailers 
will not buy from that source. �is is a concept that could be extended 
to other livestock in the future. �e number of enquiries about the 
Department’s agroforestry programme from farmers in Monaghan and 
Cavan have increased over the last couple of years re�ect this move for 
poultry to have more access to trees.

�e Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine introduced a 
measure into its a�orestation programme that grant aids landowners to 
develop their land under agroforestry, while at the same time providing 
them with a �ve-year premium. �e design and speci�cations are 
primarily geared towards silvopastoral systems, as these have proven 
successful in Northern Ireland. �e premium was doubled in value after 
a midterm review. �e grant covers the establishment and protection 
of 400 (minimum amount) to 1000 trees per hectare and, while there 
are clear speci�cations as to the standard required, there is a certain 
amount of �exibility in design and approach. For example, due to 
demand from the public, an allowance of 15% fruit and nut trees can be 
planted, and these can be placed wherever the land owner wishes within 
the plantation.

TYPES OF AGROFORESTRY
• Silvopastoral – Tree & grass production with grazing animals.
• Silvoarable – Tree production with cereals, vegetables and fruit
• Tree Farming – Existing woodlands producing woodland 

products.
• Tree Gardening – Similar to permaculture, complex mix of 

structures of height and plant mixtures.

EARLY ADOPTERS OF AGROFORESTRY
Having looked at the extensive and successful work of Professor Jim 
McAdam (AFBI) and his research team in Loughgall, Co. Armagh, the 
Department decided to grant aid Silvopastoral systems. A number of 
landowners saw the potential of the scheme and decided to adopt this 
land use as part of their farm enterprise.
Liam Beechinor in Liscubba, West Cork planted 2 hectares of his land 
in 2012 under agroforestry. �e plantation is now coming into its 9th 
growing season, has been grazed by sheep and has produced silage and 
hay. While the tree species is predominantly ash, subsequent to the 
establishment of this plantation the ash dieback disease has precluded 
the planting of ash in grant aided situations. However, it will be 
interesting to see if the grazing sheep removing the leaves in the autumn 
will a�ord some protection to the plantation as the fallen leaves are 
known to be a conduit for the disease.

Liam Beechinor’s Plantation, 2019. (Photo. Eugene Curran)

Alan Kingston planted approximately 2 hectares of agroforestry in 
Kilnaclasha, Skibbereen, Co. Cork. �is plantation is di�erent to most 
other projects as part of his plantation is silvoarable. Having considered 
various cereals and root crops, he has now decided to produce fruit/
berries between the rows of trees.

Alan Kingston’s Silvoarable Demonstration Plot (Photo. Eugene Curran)

Christoph Eisele from Durrus, Co. Cork, who sadly passed away in 
2018 will have the lasting record of being the �rst person to establish 
an agroforestry plantation under the Department’s new measure, Grant 
and Premium Category 11 (GPC11). He also carried out considerable 
successful work on producing Dutch Elm Disease tolerant elms and 
a considerable amount of his planting included these trees. His vision 
was to make signi�cant income from the trees by the time they were 
around 24 years old owing to the rarity of the timber coupled with its 
impressive growth rate. Under the trees, he grazed and bred Shropshire 
sheep.

Christoph Eisele Field Days, Ballydehob, West Cork. (photo. Eugene 
Curran)

Christophe Eisele, with a 22-year-old Dutch elm disease tolerant elm. 
(photo. Eugene Curran)

Agroforestry
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Another early adopter of the agroforestry idea was Leo Murphy from 
Kilcock, Co. Kildare. Leo is a beef farmer and also has some sheep. He 
planted 5 hectares of prime land in agroforestry during 2017. 

Leo Murphy (owner), Professor Jim McAdam (Queens University), Minister 
Andrew Doyle, Eugene Curran (DAFM). (photo. DAFM)

Leo Murphy’s plantation, Kilcock. (photo. Eugene Curran)

In Durrus, West Cork, Francis Humphreys planted an agroforestry 
plot in an upland area with marginal soil in 2018 and is very happy 
with the results. �e sheep appear to be both healthy and happy.

Francis Humphreys’ farm, Durrus, West Cork. (photo. Eugene Curran)

William and Avril Allshire, Rosscarbery, West Cork, have planted 
approximately 4 hectares of agroforestry. �ey are pig farmers and 
also intend to produce poultry in the future. �ey have a business 
‘Caherbeg Freerange Pork’ that produces a variety of products. 
Firewood production is another business they have and have planted 
approximately a hectare of forests for �bre to add to their �rewood 
business.

William and Avril Allshire’s plantation, Rosscarbery, West Cork. (photo. 
Eugene Curran)

In 2019, Mr George McAdoo of Courglass, Co. Monaghan planted a 
section of his land under agroforestry in order to meet the requirements 
of the poultry processing sector. �e design of the plantation required 
wide row spacing so that machines could rotate the ground to reduce 
the likelihood of pest infestation.

Poultry Enterprises, Cavan (photo. Eugene Curran)

�ese early adopters of agroforestry have shown the advantages of 
this land use and much of their experience has been channelled into 
updating and adjusting the Department’s current scheme.

Five years ago, only three individuals had taken up grant aid for 
agroforestry plantations representing around 4 hectares. Today there 
are 51 applicants at various stages of approval representing around 138 
hectares. �ere was a signi�cant increase in interest during 2019.

TREES & ANIMAL WELFARE
• Cattle show 80% more sociable behaviour when they have the 

presence of trees.
• Scratching against trees removes parasites.
• For self-shedding sheep where wool is unimportant, scratching is 

essential.
• With trees, animals will graze for longer -the equivalent of 3 extra 

weeks over a summer.
• Trees provide shelter from sun, wind and frost 
• Some conifers have anti-�y properties and can reduce �ies by up 

to 40%.
• Lambing mortality is halved if the sheep have access to enough 

tree cover.
• Trees can provide alternative sources of nourishment.

FUTURE
Part of the learning curve has been a recognition of di�erent designs 
and layouts of plantations depending on the objectives of the owners. 
For example, in some cases poultry farmers require larger numbers of 
plants than others. For cattle, planting in groups is an option and for 
small upland breeds of cattle, like Dexters, planting trees in groups 
can provide shelter for the animals while at the same time suppressing 
potential fuel banks for wild�res. �ere is huge potential for dairy and 
tillage farmers using agroforestry to ‘green up‘ their operations using 
agroforestry without a signi�cant loss in production. �e challenge is 
for any new measure to re�ect these requirements.

Organic farming and agroforestry are very closely aligned and 
NOTS (National Organic Training Skillnet) are doing a lot of work 
in promoting agroforestry amongst organic farmers. Many of the 
goals and objectives of organic farmers can be greatly assisted using 
agroforestry.

�e technology is there to identify where nutrients are concentrating 
on farms due to water runo�. �ese areas could be targeted for planting 
trees under agroforestry rather than planting the trees where they will 
have less impact.

Agroforestry has the potential to be an alternative, pro�table and 
productive land use that could assist landowners in meeting future 
climate change, animal welfare and environmental objectives.

Agroforestry
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Forest Business Innovation and  
Advancement Showcase in Finland

Two well attended seminars, highlighting how forest harvesting 
contractors’ future success lies in investing in business planning 
and e-learning, showcased the outputs of the FOBIA project in 

February in Finland. Many forest contracting companies have been 
struggling for some time. �e situation for small companies is most 
serious, as many lack cash reserves to survive tougher times. At a 
time when developing the green economy and mobilising more wood 
from sustainably managed European forests is a high level priority, 
a key actor is struggling to maintain viability. �e FOBIA project 
aims to improve forestry service enterprise business competitiveness 
the northern and peripheral regions of Finland, Sweden, Scotland 
and Ireland. �e origin of the project lies in the need to improve the 
enterprises’ ability to meet increased demands in the forest products 
sector. �e �nal project meeting presented the clear message that these 
barriers will be decreased by introducing new business models, and by 
adopting learning tools, available through digital platforms, to help 
forestry entrepreneurs improve their pro�tability, operational e�ciency 
and management skills.

EUROPEAN FOREST CONTRACTORS ARE STRUGGLING
�e harvesting contractor industry seminar focussed on the challenges 
faced by Finnish and Swedish harvesting contractors in the current 
market environment. In line with Irish and Scottish harvest contractors 
the main problems related to the lack of continuity of harvest contracts 
and the high �nancial risks associated with harvest contracting. One 
of the main concerns raised is the lack of business knowledge and 

skills of many contractors. Contractors are exposed to a high degree 
of risk due to liquidity losses and declining pro�t margins in spite of 
increased machine e�ciency and reliability. Typically contractors are 
not negotiating contracts on an equal footing to their clients, who are 
often very large forestry companies and wood processing industries. 
�e number of harvesting contracts has increased within the forestry 
industry. Subcontracting has become an integral part of wood 
procurement, and risk management for large forest machine companies.

Timo Makkonen, representing the Trade Association of Finnish 
Forestry and Earth Moving Contractors, and Lars-Göran Laronsson, 
from Sydostavverkning AB, highlighted the problems and pressures 
faced by harvest contractors. While the largest companies were more 
pro�table, due to operational e�ciency; competent sta� and a high level 
of business monitoring, small enterprises with a turnover of less than 
€600,000 annually are struggling with pro�tability. Most of the small 
companies were subcontractors to larger companies and perceived that 
competition in the industry is intense. Larger contractors forged long 
customer relationships, averaging 15 years whereas small contractors 
typically changed customer every three years. In all companies studied, 
harvesting contributed at least 70 % to the companies’ turnover. 
Additional services, such as timber transport or ground preparation 
were found to not necessarily improve the pro�tability of companies, 
but they did make the companies more competitive by o�ering a one-
stop shop. 

Most of the entrepreneurs’ time was spent in harvesting work, and 
they made sacri�ces relating to their own income. Workload was 

Innovation

FOBIA project outputs to aid forest entrepreneurs highlighted in forest contracting business 
and e-learning platform seminars, held in snowy Vuokatti, Finland in February 2020.
Adriene Booth & Tom Kent, Waterford Institute of Technology

�e FOBIA Project seminar for the forest contracting companies in Vuokatti, Finalnd. (photo credit: Hanna Harttala)
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reported to be unsustainable at times, and yet the entrepreneurs did 
not always even reach the pay level of a forest machine operator. �e 
machines of small companies had the least number of operating hours, 
and work sites could not be centralised due to the small size of stands. 
�e availability of skilled personnel is a major problem for contractors 
in all countries. Small companies employed the smallest number of 
certi�ed forest machine operators and often employed unexperienced 
operators. After the operators earned their stripes, they left for the 
larger companies.

�e need for more extensive business management competence 
is clear, especially if an entrepreneur is planning on expanding 
their business. In addition to competence in �nancial management, 
negotiation skills are highly necessary, since wood procurement 
is mainly based on networking. Even though the price of wood is 
an important factor in competitiveness, it should be kept in mind 
that a value chain works best when each of its links can operate in a 
pro�table and sustainable way. Small companies need to �nd time to 
systematically evaluate and plan their business operations, which can be 
done in cooperation with �nancial advisors and develop a sustainable 
business model that �ts their company.

BUSINESS MODELS FOR PROFITABILITY
�omas Kronholm, of SLU, the Swedish University of Agricultural 
Sciences in Umea provided insights into business models applied by 
forestry service contractors and identi�ed ways to stimulate innovation 
within this sector. As �omas stated in his presentation, a good 
product or service is important, but how a contractor does this is key 
to achieving high pro�tability. In other words, two companies o�ering 
the same service or product may have very di�erent results depending 
on their business model. A business model describes how businesses 
produce, market and deliver goods or services to their customers, and 
business model innovation is thus the introduction of new ways to 
organize and govern the company’s business activities.

Businesses primarily focused on increasing pro�tability tended to 
concentrate on making their internal processes highly e�cient. For 
example, one important measure was to improve customer relationship 
management processes and make sure that the customer was billed 
for all activities that were covered by the contract agreement. Another 
common way to achieve higher e�ciency was to invest in new forest 
machines. Optimising the sta�’s work conditions were also seen as 
important for achieving a high pro�tability. Contractors’ abilities 
to innovate their business can be improved by o�ering forums that 
facilitate exchange of knowledge and ideas between them, through 
peer-to-peer learning and also to provide opportunities for contractors 
to increase their business skills through education. 

BOOST SITE PORTAL – E-LEARNING FOR FOREST 
ENTREPRENEURS
How forest harvesting contractors working full time in dispersed rural 
locations, can avail of learning opportunities to improve their business, 
was the focus of the Digital Platforms seminar.  “�ere are situations 

when face-to-face teaching does not �t entrepreneurs’ schedule. Physical 
distance to classroom, travel time and price are all valid reasons, not 
to mention lack of free time. E-learning may help overcome these 
obstacles”, says Henna Hurttala, Research Manager from TTS, the 
Finnish Training Development Agency. �e keynote speaker was Päivi 
Rasi, Associate Professor in Adult Education, University of Lapland, 
and Digital and Virtual Learning Strategies at TTS. She described the 
use of distance learning as a strategy for modern educational material 
delivery and how peer to peer learning could be applied successfully 
highlighting forest harvesting contractors that could bene�t from this 
approach to gaining new knowledge and skills. 

�e FOBIA project launched the Boost Site Portal, an e-learning 
environment for studying leadership and management of a forest 
service business, targeted to forest service and harvesting companies. 
Independent of time and place, busy professionals may now access 
several online courses covering topics from business models to 
operational productivity, and e�ective leadership. �e e-learning 
platform is available in three di�erent languages—English, Swedish 
and Finnish. �e courses are updated constantly and intend to 
follow the latest trends of e-learning. ”Although some of the material 
is universal, certain courses remain country-, and thus, language-
speci�c as for example legislation is unique in all countries,” says Arto 
Kettunen, Project Coordinator from TTS.

So far, Boost Site has been piloted in Scotland and Ireland, where 
forest contractors and students tested certain study modules. “�e 
results were encouraging but adjustments need to be made”, describes 
Euan Bowditch, Researcher from the University of Highlands and 
Islands. In Ireland, 18 students and forest contractors tested the 
Business Models and E�ective Leadership modules. �e participants 
appreciated the clearly presented content in charts and diagrams and 
the interactive quizzes that supported learning. Improvements were 
suggested by editing some of the content that appeared repetitive and 
adding links to external video content. 

�e FOBIA project collaboration between partner organisations in 
Finland, Sweden, Scotland and Ireland is due to �nish in May 2020. 
�is �nal meeting, with both seminars attracting a large audience with 
many contractors from Finland and Sweden as well as attendees from 
Ireland and Scotland, was a �tting showcase of the project outputs. 
It was felt that whilst the problems faced by harvesting contractors in 
the project area are challenging, the results and outcomes from the 
FOBIA project have the potential to alleviate some of these problems if 
contractors are willing to embrace new business thinking and to engage 
with learning tools such as the Boost Site Portal.

�e FOBIA Project has received funding from the Northern Periphery and 
Arctic Programme / the European Regional Development Fund.

For more information on:
�e FOBIA Project: www.luke.�/fobia/en/ 
�e Boost Site Portal: https://boostsite.org/en/ 
Forestry at Waterford Institute of Technology: www.wit.ie/wd076

Innovation

O�ering additional services may not increase pro�tability but can increase 
competitiveness.

�e Boost Site portal provides �exible business e-learning to suit 
contractors schedule.



ECO LOG AND GREMO MERGE
Eco Log and Gremo, two of forestry’s most innovative brands, have strengthened their 
relationship and have merged to produce the most diverse range of harvesters and 
forwarders that has ever been produced. This range can cater for any contractor’s needs and 
demands. The combined experience of the two teams have created a perfect range of 
machines for every terrain and every forest.

All machines will be branded in the Eco Log colours and name. The machine Line-up 
consists of no less than five forwarder models with a loading capacity from 8.5 to 20 tonnes. 

The already-wide range of Eco Log harvesters will be complemented with a small 
eight-wheeled harvester; Eco Log 1058, 16 tonnes weight.

ECO LOG IRELAND
Sales and servicing for all Eco Log machines is provided on a nationwide basis. Same day or 
next day service is facilitated by our team of outstanding fitters and by our strategic location 
in the Midlands in Tullamore Co Offaly. We have a wide range of parts in stock at all times 
and have developed a very efficient supply chain that enables overnight delivery of parts 
when required ensuring that there is minimal disruption to your operations. 

We provide complimentary advice to all of our customers by phone or video conferencing 
to enable you to get the most from your machines and to be your partner in business.

Contact us to discuss your needs and requirements so that we can develop a bespoke 
product solution for you and be your trusted partner in forestry. Call us on 086-6079564 to 
speak with our sales department.

Forwarder Type

Eco Log 750

Eco Log 1050

Eco Log 1250

Eco Log 574F

Eco Log 594F

Load Capacity

8.5 tonnes

10.5 tonnes

12.5 tonnes

14 tonnes

20 tonnes

UNIT B NURE HOUSE
CLONCOLLIG INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
TULLAMORE
CO OFFALY

CALL LIAM BERGIN 086 607 9564
EMAIL: LIAMBERGINGREMO@HOTMAIL.COM
WWW.LBGREMO.COM

CALL LIAM BERGIN 086 607 9564
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I  originated in Holland, and my family and I �rst arrived in Ireland 
in 1977. My father owned a poultry farm in Holland and the 
running of a farm in Holland at that time was  like running a farm 
in Ireland today, too much paperwork, where you spend more 

time in the o�ce than you do on the farm. My father did not enjoy the 
paperwork which accompanied the running of a farm in Holland so 
instead he saw an opportunity in Ireland where he could a�ord to buy a 
small farm. We spent a period looking at farms in Ireland and ended up 
settling in Knocknagoshel county Kerry in February 1982. My father 
managed the farm for 8 years and then my brother and I took over the 
business.

FORESTRY
In 1991/2 my accountant advised that I should consider a pension 
scheme, so instead of investing money in a pension scheme I started 
buying small plots of land suitable for forestry.  We made the initial 
investment, planted forestry and then let premiums cover the 
repayments. You could see what premiums were available to the farmer. 

Once you had the initial investment done the premiums that would 
continue for the next 20 years would take care of the repayments. 
We got lucky when the premiums went up and interest rates dropped 
resulting in everything being paid o� quicker than we anticipated.

THINNINGS
After 18 years or so when the �rst thinnings were ready for harvesting, 
we explored the option of selling the thinnings in the market. We 
quickly realised that the contactor harvesting the thinnings made 
money, the haulier made money, the person buying your timber made 
money, yet the farmer made very little, especially in an area where you 
were so dependent on exporting your timber out of the county. As a 
result of this we came up with the idea to start marketing our own 
timber. It was at this stage we began to see more interest surrounding 
woodchip and renewable energy became popular. Given that county 
Kerry has so many hotels, there was a great drive to install boilers and 
convert hotels from oil to woodchips. �is would help save a lot of 
money on heating costs as there was an initial grant available. During 

Edwin Stryker describes his journey of life through Forestry, Woodchip and Poultry.

North Kerry Woodchip  
…for the Love of Wood!

Renewable Energy
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this time Kerry County Council installed a woodchip boiler, as well as 
a local nursing home and two other premises.

FINANCIAL CRASH 
In the early years (2004-2008) hotels were so taken up by making 
money that they had very little time to talk to you and by the time the 
bust came they had plenty of time to discuss how they really wanted to 
save money but had no money for investment and the banks wouldn’t 
lend it to them.

POULTRY FARM BOILER
We have applied for an SSRH grant that was announced 12 months 
ago. �is is turning out to be a very drawn out and frustrating 
process. For the last 10 years the whole boiler situation is at stand still. 
Indications are that it will happen, but the question is when? What we 
are proposing to do is to use our own woodchip to heat the poultry 
farm. We have eight houses and we are spending over €60,000 on gas 
to heat the buildings. To use woodchip at a price that we are selling 
it to our customers, we would save about €30,000, nearly half. We 
need to get an SEAI grant as the initial investment is huge, over half a 
million. If the proposed grants can cover the repayments of the boiler 
and then the energy savings can cover the installation of pipe work, heat 
exchanger etc. 

WOOD CHIP
Coming back to the forestry, in 2008 I bought a Heizohack 
woodchipper and about 600 tons of timber because there was no one 
that was going to put in a boiler unless they had a supplier in the area to 
ensure continuity of supply. �e way things looked at that time was that 
between 12-24 months you would have 12-20 boilers on the ground but 
sadly they never materialised. Since 2009 only one boiler has gone into 
this area. 

IS TRANSPORT A KEY FACTOR? 
Not really, the advisory goes that the woodchip delivery should be 

within 50 kilometres of the depot. �e way I look at it, if there is a 
cheque on the end of the line you can’t refuse. It doesn’t matter whether 
it is a one or three hour journey you have to go. For the customer is this 
feasible? Yes, because the chip is good value for money as we are keeping 
costs down. �ere is no problem with the amount of timber available in 
this area because North Kerry is a very black peaty soil area, so a lot of 
plantations were planted with timber. 

Forestry is a good investment, but you must manage it like every 
other enterprise. A lot of farmers planted the land, closed the gate and 
came back 15 years later. �at happened across the country and is not 
best practice. 

In 2008, I bought a second-hand Heinzohack 10-400 from Nicholas 
Garvey. A log trailer and two Valtra tractors. A 6400 (95 horsepower) 
and a T170 (around 170 horsepower). We are lucky that my local Valtra 
dealer is half a mile away, O’Connor’s Tractor Garage. �e Valtra 
tractors are good machines  and have been basically trouble free. 

WOODCHIP CYCLE PURCHASING
We get in our pulpwood, and process it using a one-way system in the 
yard. You come in from one side and unload the timber, drive a full 
circle and back out again. We also have a weighbridge in the yard. 
�erefore, it makes it very easy for a truck to come in and unload 
timber. We tried to make it as easy as possible. I try to buy my timber 
from December up till around February/March before the sap rises.  
�is means there is more water in the logs, but water is easier to dry out 
than sap. If you have timber that is harvested during the summer when 
the sap has risen up the tree,  it takes three to four months longer to 
dry. Very simply put, I buy my timber during the dormant season. I do 
buy all year round, but I buy the majority of timber in winter. 

Renewable Energy
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COVERINGS
When we get the timber into the yard and put it in well ventilated 
stacks, we cover it with ordinary builders’ plastic, so the rain doesn’t 
penetrate through. We put logs on top of the plastic, so the wind 
doesn’t blow o� the stacks. If you have a good summer, you could dry 
the timber in just twelve to sixteen months. �e aim is to have the 
timber dried to 24-26% Moisture content in September. But by March 
that could rise again to 28-29% because of the sheer humidity outside.

VOLUMES
At the moment, we are harvesting about 500 to 600 tonne a year 

out of our own timber and we purchase about 4,000 tonnes all locally. 
�en we chip it into the shed or directly into the trailer ready for 
deliveries. My main aim is to keep it as simple as possible, so everybody 
can understand exactly what is happening. �e simpler you make an 
operation the better you can run it. If you start complicating matters, 
then nobody understands what is happening and everything gets 
misunderstood and mistakes are made. At any given time, I would have 
about 3,500 tonnes of timber in the yard. My lowest stock would be 
in January or February and then towards the end of February I start 
building up my stock again. 

�ere are only about 10 wood chipping enterprises around the 
country including myself. �ere are at least 3 enterprises that I know 
of that started around the same time that I did and have been unable 
to survive. �e current pro�t margins are very tight and there aren’t 
enough boilers in the country. We are all so dependant on the current 
SSRH grant scheme to be successful to kickstart the biomass supply 
chain.

 At the moment the enterprise is too small to be big and too big 
to be small so we either have to step back and try take it easier or try 
get another 5 or 6 boilers on the ground. What I �nd now is if you 
can manage to pay all your bills as they arise, but when it comes to 
replacing large items, there is no money left in the kitty. 

STAFFING
In terms of sta�ng, the chickens: when you are emptying, cleaning out, 
washing or disinfecting and putting the day-old chickens back in, this 
is your busy time. �en in the growing period (roughly around 50-day 
cycle) its relatively  quiet, so we tend to have a cross over where the 
other side of the yard is busy. What I did di�erent this year to last, was 
I bought a third tractor. A Valtra T194 that is used for the deliveries. 
We switched the  T170 to  the original chipper. We have maintained 
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it well and replaced anything that went wrong 
(knives, blades….) with it but have not replaced 
the chipper itself. �en the 6400 tractor is on the 
log trailer to bring the timber from the yard to the 
chipper. We always use the right chip for the right 
client. For example, chip for cattle pads is fresh 
chip so we would use the timber that came in last.

WOODCHIP MARKET
�ere is an increase in using woodchips for cattle 
bedding especially when there is a shortage of 
straw. It is like everything else; many farmers 
don’t plan too far ahead and often they want chip 
at short notice. When the cows are due to calf or 
when weather changes. �is means that during 
the winter months I am putting down 16 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Overall, I feel very positive about the future. 
We are frequently asked this question about the 
future as we get visits from the college in Tralee 
or French and Italian students. �ey come over to 
see the Irish Forestry and then they want to see a 
woodchip enterprise. 

We do this because it is the right thing to do 
and it’s not because you will become a millionaire 
out of it. �ere are de�nitely easier ways of 
making money, but it works for the environment 
and you feel good about doing it. �ere is so 
much enjoyment to be working with wood and 
forestry and that is the main reason I have stuck 
with it. 

Renewable Energy
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The introduction of a Single Consent system combining the 
development planning and forest road consent elements 
of forest road licencing marks a new departure in the 
development of Irish Forestry.

Forest roads are the critical link between people and forests. �ey 
permit economic access to forest resources for harvesting and e�cient 
transport to market, and provide rapid access to forest lands for 
inspection, monitoring, management and protection. Forest roads also 
play important roles in facilitating forest recreation and in Ireland form 
the backbone of the national walking trails network. Well thought 
out forest roads can also enhance biodiversity in areas served, through 
provision of an ‘edge e�ect’, and open space corridors in forests.

Given the multifunctional role of forest roads and the high costs 
of constructing them, it is important that they are correctly planned 
and built to deliver safe, durable, coherent and environmentally sound 
infrastructure for to support forest activities. 

Modern Forest roads have been constructed in Ireland since the 
1950’s, and until recently have largely operated outside of the general 
planning and development control system. Under the planning and 
Development Act, 2000, the construction of forest roads and ancillary 
works is exempt development under the planning system. Until 
September 2011, this exemption also included the creation of forest 
entrances to and from public roads. However from 21 September, 
2011, forest entrances from public roads or the material widening of 
existing entrances required planning permission. �is in turn placed 
a signi�cant administrative and �nancial burden on forest owners and 

management interests.

LEGISLATION
�e introduction of the Forestry Act, 2014 and in turn the Forestry 
Regulations, 2017 provide for a consent system by way of licence for 
forest road projects, including forest entrances. �ese Regulations 
require, among other things that all forest road construction projects, 
whether grant-aided or not, must obtain prior written consent of the 
Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine. �ese regulations apply 
to the entire forest road project, including the creation of the access to 
and from public roads.

�e provision of access from public roads is a key issue, as forest road 
design and construction can have potential impacts on public road 
operation, and potentially the safety of road users. A consent system is 
required capable of not only planning sustainable, durable forest roads, 
but also to ensure that the interactions with the public road network are 
equally sustainable.

A range of legislation now governs the consent and liciensing of forest 
road development. �ese include:
• Forestry Act, 2014
• Forestry Regulations, 2017 S.I. 191 of 2017
• Planning and Development (Amendment) Act, 2018
• Forestry (Amendment) (No. 2) Regulations, 2020 (S.I. 39 of 

2020)
• Forestry Appeals Committee Regulations, 2018, (S.I. 68 of 2018)

A New System for Forest Roads - Writes Ciaran Nugent Regional Forestry Inspector,  
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine.

Forest Roads

Forest Roads - Single Consent

Fig 1. A good forest road network opens the forest to a range of activities and opportunities.
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Section 8 of the Planning and Development (Amendment) Act, 2018 
makes construction, maintenance or improvement of a road that serves 
a forest or woodland and ancillary works exempted development under 
the planning system, except for forest entrances onto national roads. 
�is section was commenced by the Minsister for Housing, Plannng 
and Local Government in February 2020, at the same time as the 
Forestry (Amendment) (No. 2) Regulations, 2020, (S.I. 39 of 2020) was 
signed into e�ect by the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine, 
that gives e�ect to a revised consent system.

Accordingly, responsibility for granting development consent for the 
construction of forest roads (other than National Roads) or the material 
widening of existing entrances has been transferred to the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine under the Single Consent System. 
Where an Applicant wishes to construct a forest road entrance or 
undertake material widening of an existing entrance from a National 
road, both planning permission from the relevant Local Authority and 
consent from the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine is 
required. 

TECHNICAL STANDARD
Both approaches are underpinned by a common technical standard 
outlined in the Technical Standard For Design of Forest Entrances 
from Public Roads document that has been agreed by both the 
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport and the Department 
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM). �is document and 
requirements outline greatly improved approaches to forest entrance 
design, and creates a common requirements between both planning and 
consent approaches.
In essence there are now three scenarios for forest road consent:
1. �e proposed forest Road alignment does not entail the creation 

of a new entrance or material widening* of an existing forest road 
entrance and forest road consent only is required.

2. �e forest road proposal entails the creation of a new entrance 
or material widening of an existing forest road entrance and the 
public road is not a designated National primary or Secondary 
Route** and the full single consent process is required for the road 

entrance. �e proposal is referred to the relevant local authority for 
consideration and comment.

3. �e Forest road Proposal entails the creation of a new entrance 
from a designated National Primary or Secondary Route and full 
planning permission from the Local Authority is required.

*Material widening can be interpreted as any alteration to an existing 
entrance to facilitate forest tra�c (HGV). An entrance can be de�ned 
as any entrance a vehicle may use and includes agricultural entrances. 
In practice, any alteration in excess of 500mm can be considered 
material widening and the requirements of the Technical Standard for 
Design of Forest Entrances from Public Roads applies. An exception to 
this is where full planning permission is required to facilitate widening 
of an entrance from a National Primary or National Secondary Route.
**A National Route is de�ned as a public road or proposed public road 
which is classi�ed as a national road under Section 10 of the Roads Act, 
1993.

APPLICATIONS
�e new consent system has entailed some changes to applications and 
the type and quality of supporting information submitted, relative to 
previous requirements. While this may appear onerous to some, the 
same information would be sought for planning applications to Local 
Authorities under the previous system.

With applications including entrances not involving National Routes, 
mandatory consultation by DAFM with Local Authorities takes place 
and an applications pack containing details of the proposed entrances 
is forwarded to the relevant local authority for advice and comment. 
A signi�cant change is the inclusion of drawings showing sightlines 
along the public road, the route of the proposed forest road, details 
of drainage for the proposed entrance and potential interactions and 
impacts, if any, on public road drainage. 

Other items include:
• A report on condition of the public road prior to the 

commencement of works, including photo evidence.
• Details of the number and location of entrances within 100m of 

Fig 2. �e Standard Bellmouth forest road entrance has been a design staple in forestry for many years

Forest Roads
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Forest Roads

• the proposed forest entrance.
• �e gradient of the forest road approaching the public road, and 

details of surface paving.
• �e Gradient of the public road within sightlines of the forest 

entrance.
• Details of any relaxation or departure from the technical standard, 

if this is required, and the reasons for this. Details of possible 
alternative options considered should also be included. Where 
a departure is used, the written agreement of the relevant road 
authority is required and this agreement must be obtained before 
submitting an application to the Department. 

A key element is a sign-o� by  a Civil Engineer, Road Engineer or 
other suitably quali�ed professional acceptable to the Minister for 
Agriculture, Food and the Marine con�rming that the proposed 
development will not pose a risk to public safety.

APPLICATIONS PROCESS AND PROJECT ASSESSMENT
When received, the application is forwarded to the local District 
Forestry Inspector for consideration and recommendation. �e 
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM) will carry 
out an examination of the proposed project. �is will included a desk 
based assessment and if required, a �eld inspection. �e assessment 
will include Appropriate Assessment and Environmental Impacts 
Assessment Screening and DAFM may also refer the application to 
DAFM Archaeologist, Ecologist or Engineer for advice and comment 
if required. �e examination will also consider information supplied by 
the applicants and any other relevant information.

A public consultation process is also undertaken involving on-line 
advertisement, referral to speci�ed referral bodies such as Inland 
Fisheries Ireland, National Parks and Wildlife Service and An Taisce. 
Members of the public have 30 days from the date of advertisement in 
which to respond.

Simultaneously, an applications pack containing a number of project 

design documents, maps, drawings and supporting information is sent 
to the relevant Local Authority. �e Local Authority have eight weeks 
within which to respond, from the receipt of the application pack, 
and following this applicants may receive a formal decision on their 
application.

Where an approval has been issued, prior to commencement 
of construction on site the applicant must notify DAFM using a 
Commencement Notice, along with any additional documentation 
that may be required. �is commencement notice is then copied to the 
Local Authority for comments within two weeks of the date that the 
commencement notice is copied to them.

On completion of works the applicant will certify that the works 
have been carried out in accordance with the consent, using a speci�c 
Certi�cate of Completion document. �is is submitted to the DAFM 
and the forest road will be subject to an inspection regime, which may 
include inspection of grant Payment Applications, if these apply to the 
case. 

While there are several new requirements built into the new roads 
consent system, it is intended that these will be no more onerous than 
the requirements involved in obtaining full planning permission, and 
the system will hopefully simplify matters in relation to planning 
consents for forest roads in most cases. However, where road 
applications interact with National Routes, full planning permission 
will still be required. It will be important that foresters and other agents 
working with forest owners make allowances for time for consultations 
and referrals to Local Authorities under the new system. It is also 
important to remember that the new design requirements relate to 
forest entrances only, and the construction of the remainder of the 
forest road will continue to be Guided by the COFORD Forest Road 
Manual, and the requirements of the Forest Road Scheme.

For further information please see https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/
forestservice/grantsandpremiumschemes2014-2020/

Fig 3. Sightlines and visibility at entrances are the cornerstone of safety considerations for new forest road entrances
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Important Farm and Hedge 
Cutting Safety Advice from 
ESB Networks

Safe working practices must be implemented when carrying out 
forestry work where there are electricity wires and cables. �ere 
are no second chances with electricity because these wires are 
always ‘live’ and even coming close can result in serious injury or 

death. 
Hedge cutting and tree felling near overhead electricity should never be 
carried out without �rst contacting ESB Networks for information and 
advice on 1850 372 999.
Attempting to cut timber where it is close to the live wires is never safe 
unless the power is �rst switched o�.  

• Every year there has been at least one very serious accident 
resulting in either a fatality or where the person has su�ered life-
changing injuries when attempting to cut timber using ladders and 
hand-held cutting tools.

• Judging heights of trees and falling distance from electricity wires 
and poles requires a lot of experience and skill. Unless you are 
doubly sure, chances are they are too close. Contact ESB Networks 

at least 4 weeks in advance so that the work can be planned. 
• Never cut trees that are closer than the height of the tree plus 

one metre. Every tree is di�erent, and your cutting position may 
change but never lose sight of those wires and what could possibly 
happen.  A moment’s loss of concentration is all that it takes for 
the accident and then it’s too late.

At this time of year, it is important to remain vigilant around the farm 
and never take chances with electricity. 

When farming, avoid carrying out work underneath overhead 
electricity wires unless you are sure you are always a safe distance away.

• For example, it’s not safe to stack bales underneath wires because 
when stacking or loading you are at risk of coming too close with 
your loader. 

• When travelling with a high load or tall machine, avoid travelling 
underneath the line and only cross underneath if you are sure there 
is su�cient clearance between the highest point of the load and 

Safety
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the wires; this means 3 metres separation at least.
• High loads and tall machinery have pulled down live electricity 

wires causing serious injuries to the driver and putting others at 
risk. Prevent electrical accidents from happening by following 
these safety precautions. 

• With your own safety in mind, avoid damaging electricity poles 
and stays by always giving a wide berth and never working too 
near.  

•  Remember electricity can jump gaps; that’s why keeping well clear 
of live electricity wires is so important to staying safe.

• �ere is a serious danger of electrocution if the tractor strikes 
either the pole or the stay, leading to the pole breaking and the live 
wires coming to the ground or landing on the tractor.  Stay wires 
are essential to keep the overhead wires from sagging and when 
they are damaged, the wires are lower than they should be which is 
then a danger for everyone in the area.

• Electricity wires are always ‘live’ and never safe to approach or 
touch. 

• When an electricity wires come to the ground, the area for 5 
metres around the wire will be ‘electri�ed’ and dangerous. Always 
Keep Clear.  

REPORT ANY DAMAGE IMMEDIATELY 
BY CONTACTING ESB NETWORKS 
ON 1850 372 999

NEVER TAKE A CHANCE WITH 
ELECTRICITY – ALWAYS ACT SAFELY.

Safety
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As a complete forestry company Worrell Harvesting o�er a 
range of services from purchasing of timber, managing the 
sites, Harvesting, Extraction of the logs and brash, Chipping 
and delivering the di�erent products to market. Worrell 

Harvesting started in 1992 and consists of three brothers, Kenneth, 
Colin & Neil Worrell.        

�eir �rst machine was a Brunett 678. Prior to that they operated 
two teams of men, one in the east of Ireland, the other in the west 
of Ireland, each having approx. �fteen men in number, harvesting 
softwood forestry plantations for sawmills with chainsaws. 

Six months after purchasing their �rst forwarder they purchased their 
�rst harvester a Norcar 490 Harvester with a Silvatec head. From there 
they expanded their �eet of Forestry machines. �e brothers moved 
into haulage in 1998 and by 2014 ran a �eet of 10 trucks. Most of their 
haulage now is hauling Logs and Biomass they have purchased from 
private timber growers.

Worrell Harvesting have been involved in biomass over the last 10 
years and the treatment of brash has changed considerably in that time.

Over the past seven years they have adapted harvesting methods to 
suit various sites to get the maximum return for the grower. It has been 
found that not one method �ts all. Our climate is so wet that the brash 
can rot instead of losing moisture if not harvested and stacked correctly.

Worrell can also harvest a forestry in the standard harvesting way for 
any of our clients that have a preference for that method or the land just 
may not suit whole tree harvesting.

METHOD OF WORKING CLEAR FELL
Worrell have devised a method of harvesting such that they do not 
drive on the brash and therefore harvest the tree in a di�erent direction. 
�e logs are taken to the roadside in the normal way and brought to 
the sawmill promptly. �e advantage of this harvesting method means 
that the value from the biomass can cover the cost of replanting in some 
situations. �e client also has a fully balanced stocking of trees which 
will give the forest more value in the next crop. �ere is no stones or 
dirt in the biomass which means the customer is paying for fuel only.

BRASH IN CLEAR FELL
�e brash is left in heaps around the site so that it will lose its needles 
(similar to cocks of hay) for a period of 6-10 months.

�e length of time is dependent on season of harvesting and weather 
conditions. It is time to collect brash when the needles have fallen o�.  
�e branches are extracted using a specially adapted forwarder. It is 
then piled on the roadside for 2-3 months before chipping.

BENEFITS OF THIS METHOD
a. �e site is left clean and tidy, ready to plant with no windrowing 
required.
b. �e needles are spread all over the site for nutrient value and not 
limited to windrows.
c. �e maintenance and establishment is a lot easier as the ground is 
clean.
d. �e grower is getting a return on branches.
e. It allows for a full stocking of trees for the next crop with a higher 
value tree (no heavy branched trees beside the windrows).
f. It is easier to thin the next crop and also reduces the risk of windblow.
g. Over €5,000 per Hectare of extra pro�t can be achieved between 
harvesting  clear fell in the present crop and the harvesting of the next 
generation crop of trees.
h. Biomass covers most to all of replanting costs.

�e Complete Harvesting Company.

Worrell Harvesting 
Worrell Harvesting
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THINNING METHOD
A similar approach is adopted for thinning:
1. �e trees are cut for saw logs and pallet down to 14cms. Once the 

diameter goes below this pulp and branches are chipped.
2. �e site is left clean and all small, dead and unproductive trees are 

removed.
3. Brash is left to one side so that it can be collected and put down in 

soft areas of the site where the forwarder must travel a lot, usually 
the main extraction lines, which in turn helps to reduce rutting. 
�e rest of the brash is brought to roadside and chipped.

RESULTS
Waterford Institute of Technologies studies show that half of the tree 
is left in the forest after a standard 1st thinning therefore the grower is 
getting more timber from their forest using this harvesting method and 
more timber is more money. Weak and dead trees that are too small for 
a log product are also removed. �e grower is getting more timber using 
this harvesting method and is reducing the chance of windblow. �is 
type of thinning allows for a better forest practice. �e poor performing 
trees are removed and the end value can be 50-100% more volume than 
traditional returns. 

We own a large range of modern of Harvesters, Forwarders, 
Chippers, Lorries and Trailers.  �is means that one company manages 
the site from the start of operations to completion allowing for closer 
management.

Our Drivers are fully trained on the most up to date forestry 
machines and extremely experienced in harvesting biomass. Drivers 
work on a bonus system and the landowner has a say in how they have 
performed while working on their site.

NEW CHIPPER
In 2018 the company invested in an American CBI 484 800 hp high 
output Chipper mounted on a Volvo Truck with a Kesla Crane. �ey 
also invested in forestry machinery to supply timber to this incredible 
beast of a machine and trucks required to haul the biomass from its 
massive output.

It normally takes 4 trailers to haul product from it, depending on the 
distance. 

�e Komptech 5010, 480 hp mounted on a MAN Truck with an 
Epsilon Crane is used for the smaller sites.

�e company can produce an output of 70-100,000 tons of woodchip 
per annum with the 2 machines.

TIMBER PURCHASE
�e company is purchasing timber from private growers whether this be 
of thinning’s or clearfell.

Roadside timber is also purchased. Cleared timber for windfarms, 
removed trees for motorway maintenance, clearing trees for roadway 
construction etc. 

HARDWOODS
�e company also purchases hardwood where the stem is used for 
�rewood or hurley butts and tops of trees are routed for biomass use. 
With our harvesting method in hardwoods the landowner can keep 
the 1st and 2nd thinning grants and we can still purchase the timber 

products from the landowner.

FARMERS
Are you reclaiming land or removing wooded areas or overgrown 
hedgerow? Worrell Harvesting has the means of handling this timber 
very e�ciently.

COVID-19
With the world wide pandemic which is e�ecting everyone in some 
shape, we too are no di�erent in that we are doing our best to keep 
our sta� safe while also still operating all our machines. Due to us 
providing an essential service supplying Biomass to factories providing 
electricity and food products as well as supplying sawmills that need 
to be kept running. Kenneth would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all of our team of drivers, operators, o�ce sta� and everyone who 
helps to keep our �eet moving on the road and machines Harvesting in 
the wood by the professional and e�cient work they are still achieving 
through these very di�cult times.

FELLING LICENCE ISSUES
At the present time timber is in high demand from the sawmills looking 
to secure timber in the coming months from private landowners. �ere 
is a large number of Forestry owners who have thinning’s and clear 
fell to be harvested but cannot due to a delay in the issuing of their 
felling licences. It is hard to tell how long it will take before the system 
of processing felling licences will take to change to allow for a more 
e�cient release of licences. When it is solved it’s the forestry owners 
who will be hit hardest due to having to wait for a harvesting company 
such as ourselves to schedule harvesting. With the increase in supply of 
logs to the mill the price will fall from the strong prices they are at the 
present time. We would urge anyone who has a valid felling licence or 
anyone expecting to get their new licence approved to get their timber 
priced and hopefully harvested to secure a good price for their timber 
while the markets and the demands are high.

CONTACT US
To Get the best Value from your thinning’s or Clearfell or for free 
management advice give Worrell Harvesting a call (Conor in the 
midlands on 086 1712279 and David in the west 086 3856051) to 
arrange.

For Free management advice Give Worrell Harvesting a call on  
045 529574 to arrange for our forest manager to view your forestry and 
advise on timely harvesting operations, apply for a felling license, which 
harvesting method suits your site and Quote a price for your forestry. 
We look forward to hearing from you.

For further information go to Worrell Harvesting at 045 529574 
Email forestry @worrell harvesting.ie 
www.worrellharvesting.ie and check us out on YouTube Worrell 
Harvesting Ltd or like us on Facebook.
Worrell Harvesting have being supplying biomass since 2007. Over 
the last 13 years.

View from the Slieve Bloom mountains �e brash is removed to facility a full stocking of new plants

Worrell Harvesting
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Launch of Forestry Ambassador Programme 

RDS Teagasc Farm Forestry Award Rewarding Forestry  
And Farming Working Together

In November an exciting new Forestry Ambassador 
Programme was launched by Minister of State at the 
Department of Agriculture, Food & the Marine, Andrew 

Doyle T.D. 
Run by Forestry Careers Ireland, the programme aims to 

promote forestry as a career option for second level pupils. �e 
Forestry Ambassador Programme is one of the projects funded 
by DAFM under the Department’s 2019 call for proposals for 
forestry promotion

�e programme aims to increase awareness of the important 
bene�ts of forestry and of forestry as a career option through a 
series of presentations to be delivered on a voluntary basis by 
experienced forestry professionals in schools throughout Ireland.

�e programme has recruited a number of experienced 
forestry professionals and members of the Society of Irish 
Foresters, called ‘Forestry Ambassadors’ who will make 
presentations to senior cycle students throughout the country, 
outlining the bene�ts of forests, the science behind growing 
forests and the various career opportunities that the forestry 
profession o�ers, drawing from their own careers and 
experience.

Forestry Careers Ireland develops initiatives which promote 
careers in the forest sector and is made up of representatives 
from Teagasc, the Society of Irish Foresters, Department of 
Agriculture Food and the Marine, Coillte, VEON Ltd.,  UCD, 
WIT and Ballyhaise College. 

For more information search for Forestry Careers Ireland on 
the CareersPortal.ie website. 

The 2020 RDS Teagasc Farm Forestry Award is now open for 
entries. �is Teagasc sponsored award recognises those farmers 
who are successfully meeting the challenge of integrating 

forestry on their farms. Successful integration presents a golden 
opportunity to fully realise the many economic, environmental and 
practical bene�ts of trees to boost farming resilience and longer term 
sustainability. 

Working farmers who believe they are doing a good job in managing 
their forest as an integral part of the farm are strongly encouraged to 
enter.

RDS Teagasc Farm Forestry Award – eligibility criteria:
Forest area minimum 4ha.
Forest ages �ve to 15 years.
Open to farm forests – mainly conifer, mainly broadleaf and mixed 
woodlands.
Forest owner must be an active farmer, i.e. have DAFM identi�er/s or 
other evidence of farming.
�e winner of the RDS Teagasc Farm Forestry Award will receive 
€2,000 and an RDS Silver Medal. �e runner-up will receive €1,000 
and an RDS Certi�cate of Merit.

Award information and application forms are available at www.rds.
ie/forestry . Information is also available at www.teagasc.ie/forestry. 
Closing date for applications is Monday 20th July 2020.

�e RDS Teagasc Farm Forestry Award is one of three award 
categories in the annual RDS Forest and Woodland Awards - Ireland’s 
National forestry awards -  celebrating the best forests and

foresters in Ireland. Other Award categories are Production forests 
and Community Woodlands.
For more information on how forestry can work with farming check 
www.teagasc.ie/crops/forestry/. 

2019 RDS Teagasc Farm Forestry Award winner Gerard Deegan -  Forestry 
has allowed me to breathe again

Forestry Awards
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Forest Harvesting Technology  
and Innovation in Finland

In Ireland the annual domestic production of roundwood is 
approximately 3.5 million cubic metres (m3), with 2.7 million m3 
produced from Coillte forests and 0.8 million m3 from privately 

owned forests. �e roundwood estimated to be available annually to the 
market is forecast to increase to 6.95 million m3 in 2028. �is increase 
in roundwood is expected to come primarily from the private sector. 
Like Finland and Sweden, most timber harvesting in Ireland takes place 
using the cut-to-length method and 95% of this is carried out using 
single-grip harvesters.  Almost all harvesting is carried out by small to 
medium size harvesting companies contracted by the forest owner or 
wood processor. 

In August 2019 the author was invited by Coillte to complete a 
fact �nding mission on harvesting practices in Finland. �e purpose 
of the trip was to investigate how forestry practices o�er precise 
harvesting solutions in Finland and how they could be best applied 
to Irish forestry, possibly improving the harvesting process in Ireland. 
�is knowledge transfer mission received funding from the FOBIA 
project. FOBIA – Forest Business Innovation and Advancement aims 
to enhance business competitiveness of forestry service enterprises in 
the northern and peripheral regions of Finland, Sweden, Scotland and 
Ireland. �e origins of the FOBIA project lies in the need to improve 
these enterprises’ability to meet increased service demands and is 
funded by the Northern Periphery and Arctic Programme and the 
European Regional Development Fund. 

�e trip was hosted by Perttu Aunola, General Manager, Trimble 
Forestry. Representing Coillte on the trip was Mike O’Shea, Harvesting 
Process Manager and Stephen Fletcher, Process Improvement Manager. 
Coillte is a semi-state forestry company and Ireland’s largest producer 
of roundwood.  Trimble Forestry, provide a range of forestry software 
packages to the industry, under the Connected Forest brand. �ese are 
designed to improve productivity and streamline forestry operations 
by collecting, communicating and analysing data generated before and 
during harvesting operations. �e trip was to consist of three days of 
meetings, including Trimble Forestry, the Ponsse factory at Vieremä 
and a trip to Tampere to visit the John Deere research facility.  

TRIMBLE FORESTRY
�e �rst day was hosted by Juha Kappi, Service Manager, Trimble 
Forestry discussing Connected Forest Harvest (CFHarvest) a timber 
harvesting program designed to aid planning and management of 

harvesting and forwarding as well as worksite navigation and quality 
audits. CFHarvest is marketed as a single system aimed at forestry 
companies planning and scheduling multiple operations with multiple 
contractors. �e system uses a GIS mapping system can be modi�ed 
and updated at site level and the updated maps can be delivered to 
contractors and forest managers via wi�/4G. CFHarvest software 
is integrated into the existing onboard computer on harvesters. �e 
system uses “breadcrumbs” to track thinning and clearfell operations 
(including stem location and volume), which is valuable for both the 
establishment and resource teams for follow-up operations. Some 
customers include Metsähallitus, the Finnish state-owned enterprise, 
responsible for the management of one third of Finland’s surface area, 
and Metsä Group, a co-operative forest industry group owned by its 
125,000 Finnish forest-owning members. 

�e next day we �ew from Helsinki to Vieremä. �is was a perfect 
day to �y overland with blue sky views of the magni�cent lakes and 
forestry that cover Finland. �is really highlighted the scale to which 
forestry covers Finland and how important the meticulous management 
of this industry is.

PONSSE
We were met at the Ponsse factory by our host Tuomo Moilanen, Forest 
Company Operation Manager. �is factory is situated in the centre 
of town, in a huge building with four hectares under one roof. �e 
company employs over 600 direct employees, producing approximately 
1,000 harvesters and forwarders for cut-to-length forestry each year. 
�e process of the machine production is an assembly line system. 
What makes this process so impressive is the amount of automation 
that has been developed in the factory. On average, six truckloads of 
machine parts are delivered in each day from the local supplier business 
park, where they are stored in one of their two automated double storey 
warehouses. �ese parts are delivered in boxes and trays all over the 
factory to the appropriate site for assembly. �e majority of the welding, 
machining, �nishing and painting is carried out by robots to produce a 
consistently high quality machine. 

Tuomo gave a presentation that highlighting the importance Ponsse 
put to providing customers after sales services. �e main service they 
promoted was machine driver training, whether they were new or 
experienced drivers on new or old machines, Ponsse facilitated them all. 
�is “Ponsse Academy” is an in-house training operation that focuses 

Finland

�e purpose of the trip was to investigate how forestry practices o�er precise harvesting solu-
tions in Finland and how they could be best applied to Irish forestry, possibly improving the 
harvesting process in Ireland. Ronan O’Kee�e, Waterford Institute of Technology.

Figure 1 Meeting with a local Mesta Group contractor to discuss CFHarvest bene�ts and operational uses. (L-R: Local contractor, Mike O’Shea, Perttu 
Aunola, Stephen Fletcher and Delwyn Ledingham).
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on training operators in quality production. Tuomo noted that his 
opinion was the di�erence between a good operator and a great operator 
is the ability to make cutting decisions based on value optimisation. It 
is more valuable to a customer to extract higher value sawlog from the 
forest. �e view was expressed that Ponsse felt they o�ered a unique 
customer service because of the training academy. 

Another interesting development coming from the Ponsse factory is a 
ten wheel forwarder. It was developed for markets, such as Ireland, with 
forest harvest sites on very soft ground, such as bogs. Tuomo explained 
that this machine will be able to extract an eight tonne load exerting 
the same ground pressure as an unloaded eight wheel machine. When 
the forwarder travels through the forest on �rm ground the back bogie 
has the ability to lift up independently, to improve manoeuvrability and 
turning. 

JOHN DEERE 
Day three consisted of a visit to John Deere Forestry Oy, in Tampere. 
�e John Deere visit was insightful and o�ered a comparison with 
Ponsse between two forest machine companies approaches. �eir team, 
led by Sakari Suuriniemi, Harvester Marketing Manager was detailed 
oriented highlighting their focus on quality di�erentiation in their 
machines. 

“�e aim here at the research and development facility is to improve 
the quality under the hood of the machines to reduce maintenance and 
down-time for operators.”

 �is includes calibrating each machine type for the speci�c task 
to increase the fuel e�ciency and engine power and torque. All of 
the latest G-series models are now being produced with a Stage V 
category engine. �is EU regulation limits the rate of emissions that 
the machines can produce and John Deere have also managed to reduce 
fuel consumption by 5-10% compared with the Stage IV engine. 
Whilst the engine and machine side of the business will always be very 
important they have also began advances on the software side of the 
business.

TIMBERMATIC MAPS
TimberMatic Maps is a software program that, similar to CFHarvest, 
provides real-time data for the operators and managers. It is designed 
for contractors and forest managers to help customers optimise 
machines, increasing productivity. �is information can be linked 

between the harvester and forwarder to provide work planning 
assistance. �e map provides the precise location, volume and species 
of timber with the network of logging routes, allowing operators to 
work e�ciently. As timber is transported, the operator can mark the 
map to indicate work was completed, providing an exact volume count 
of the timber taken to the storage area. �is helps the manager track 
the volume of timber at the storage area, simplifying planning for 
onward transportation of timber. Site managers and operators can add 
features to the site maps (i.e shape�les) to customize the site and outline 
areas of interest or hazards. All of this information can then be used 
for supply chain logistics by the site managers. �e one disadvantage 
of this software is that it is compatible only between two John Deere 
machines.

As the level of harvesting increases in Ireland over the next ten years, 
it is vital that both the public and private sector look to Finnish forestry 
to integrate these technological advances and service propositions into 
current practices. In Ireland the average size of private forest properties 
is eight hectares. To achieve maximum volume and value recovery 
it could bene�t all operators, contractors and forestry companies to 
further investigate the technologies outlined in order to make better 
harvest management decisions. Machine operator training on the 
new onboard computer applications and continuous professional 
development for experienced machine operators could reduce harvest 
cost, achieve higher recovery value and better protect forest sites in 
Ireland. 
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Figure 4. Original Ponsse forwarder the ‘PAZ’ produced between 1971 and 
1980 with only 50 machines built. �is is on display in the Ponsse o�ces foyer.

Figure 2. John Deere 1110E forwarding a load of pulp for roadside 
transportation.

Figure 5. Flying from Helsinki to Vieremä with views of Finland’s lakes, 
forest and countryside.

Figure 3 Meeting with a local Metsa Group contractor to discuss how 
CFHarvest is of bene�t to forwarding. (L-R local forwarder operator, Mike 
O’Shea, Stephen Fletcher (in the cab) and Perttu Aunola)

Finland
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Seasonal Forestry Tips  

Now is a good time to assess your forest’s condition and plan for 
the future!

Good management will help your trees to realise their full 
economic and environmental potential.
Remember-
• If you haven’t already done it apply now for the 2020 forestry 

premiums – but remember application is now online
•  Walk your forest regularly to check your trees?

Young forests (up to 4-5 years old) - How well young forests are 
looked a�er in the �rst four to �ve years will have a major in�uence on 
their ultimate crop quality and timber value. Each new forest is subject 
to a maintenance grant assessment under the A�orestation grant 
scheme at year 4.

Forest owners should be aware that the following important 
management issues need to be addressed so that the forest can be 
considered successfully established:

Vegetation control - Grass and weeds have begun to grow 
strongly. For trees to grow well vegetation must be controlled either 

mechanically or by chemical methods. Careful use of herbicides 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions is essential.

Tree stocking – 90% of the original tree stocking is required at year 
4. Trees that fail should be replaced as early as possible during the 
planting season. �e stocking density can be checked by counting 
the number of trees in an 8m radius circle (50 trees in a plot for most 
conifers/66 trees for broadleaves). 

Tree health – At year 4 the trees should be healthy. If a nutrient 
de�ciency is identi�ed, remedial fertilisation should take place 
between April and August.

Fences – Young trees are vulnerable to browsing. With livestock now 
returning to the land ensure that all fences are checked and maintained 
as stock proof. Check your trees for possible damage by rabbits, hares 
and deer. If tree shelters are in place, ensure that they are secure 
following recent storms. 

Fire - We are now entering a high risk period for forest �res so pay 
heed to forest �re and dry weather warnings. Please note the burning 
of vegetation is controlled by the Wildlife Acts. 

Forestry Tips
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Forestry Tips

Check your forest regularly and ensure that all �rebreaks are well 
maintained. Have your forest insured against �re. 

Frost and Aphids – As trees begin to bud they may be at risk of 
damage by late spring frost. Defoliation of conifers may also be caused 
by the Green Spruce Aphid. If you have concerns about the condition 
of your forest seek professional forestry advice. 

Shaping young broadleaves - Shaping is the process of removing 
forks and large competing side branches in young broadleaf trees  to 
encourage and improve longer term timber quality and value. 

Shaping is a simple job that, when carried out correctly, can 
dramatically improve the quality and value of a forest crop. If a tree 
forks, the fork always remains at that height on the tree and so if it is 
not removed, it will grower larger and dramatically devalue potential 
timber value.

What to shape - It is not necessary to shape every tree. Many trees 
will not require any shaping, i.e., those that already have one single 
stem, with no excessively large side branches (Figure 1: Grade 1).

However, there may be some trees that are of very poor quality, with 
many heavy branches and multiple forks (Grade 4).

�ese trees are very di�cult to improve and may be removed in 
the �rst thinning for �rewood. Grades 2 and 3 are trees that can be 
dramatically improved with well-timed shaping.

How to shape - Shaping should be carried out using good-quality 
secateurs, loppers and in some cases (if shaping is le� very late), a 
pruning saw. Equipment should be cleaned regularly to avoid the 
possibility of spreading disease. Choose a single straight dominant 
shoot as leader. If forked, remove the weaker, poorer-quality side of the 
fork. Remove excessively large side branches only if they are competing 
with the main leading stem.

�e cut should be made where the branch meets the main stem 
outside the branch collar, but without leaving a ‘peg’. Remember: do 
not remove more than one-third of the foliage.

Keep in mind that shaping is not the removal of many side branches 
which is unnecessary in most cases and will not have any signi�cant 
impact on improving timber quality.

When to shape - Summer is the recommended period for most 

species, but for practical reasons, many prefer working during the 
winter when tree form is easier to see, and ground vegetation is easier 
to walk through. Shaping should not be carried out in spring or 
autumn when the pruning cut may not heal over as e�ectively and the 
trees may be more vulnerable to infection.

Shaping and the a�orestation grant - When broadleaf trees are 
planted under a broadleaf category of the A�orestation Grant and 
Premium Scheme the trees must be shaped as a requirement of the 2nd 
a�orestation grant instalment a�er 4 years. 

Reforestation - Pine weevil – this pest poses a serious threat to newly 
planted conifers on reforestation sites. �e risk is at the highest in the 
months of April and August. Reforestation sites should be checked for 
signs of damage and if found prompt remedial action is necessary. 

Protect yourself and the environment – adhere to all forestry Health 
& Safety and Environmental guidelines 

Teagasc is here to help you! 

For further information contact your Teagasc Forestry Adviser or check 
our website www.teagasc.ie/forestry
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Robinson Distribution Ltd
Established in Portarlington, Ireland in 2004, Robinson Distribution Ltd. has continuously 
expanded and developed into a market leading trailer and crane manufacturer, supplying an 
ever growing customer base in the transport and forestry sector across Ireland, the UK and 
mainland Europe.

Commercial Feature

Background
Robinson is an ambitious family owned and managed business with a
long and proud history of transport, agri–products and forest machinery. 
� roughout its history, Robinson’s has been an innovative company 
with continuous research and development being at the core of the 
business. Our track record of trailer and crane design and manufacture 
provides us with a strong competitive advantage in terms of new product 
development. All our trailers and cranes are designed and customised 
by our team of experienced engineers. Each product is manufactured to 
meet the speci� c needs of the operator which is backed up by our strict 
quality procedures. Our attention to detail enables us to build a product 
that will simply outlast others with superior strength and durability.

Our success has been built on an ethos of serving our customers
with quality transport solutions, e�  ciency, and reliability and also
by ensuring there is a complete focus on customer satisfaction at
the core of everything we do.

Facilities & Competencies
With ongoing investment, research and development; the company
has continuously developed a modern manufacturing facility designed 
to manage the expectations of today’s transport sector. Our state of the 
art production plant is one of the most modern trailer manufacturing 
facilities in Ireland.

As a business we continuously innovate by applying cutting edge 
design aligned to the speci� c and changing requirements of each trailer’s 
function with the aim of saving fuel, maximising payloads, increasing 
manoeuvrability and � exibility, improving safety whilst ensuring we 
comply with all legal regulations Our focus is on building the highest 
quality trailers to the highest manufacturing standards. We achieve this 
through a combination of: Engineering & Design Excellence, Advanced
Technology, A Wealth of Experience

Our Customer Mission
� e company now boasts an ever increasing customer base across Ireland, 
the UK and Europe. Our goal is to support our customers in their goal 
of purchasing trailers and equipment that will provide a strong return on 
investment and augment the success of their business.

Trailers & Cranes
Robinson manufactures a wide range of trailers and cranes, all designed 
to meet the speci� c needs of our customers, with speci� cations across 
three main categories 
including; On Road Trailers:
Bulk Tipper Trailers, Platform 
Trailers, Container Trailers 
Timber Trailers: Centre 
Axle Drawbar Trailers, Semi–
Trailers, Super Structures, 
Turntable Trailers
Cranes: � e company also 
supplies, custom manufactures 
and � ts cranes, including 
brands such as Robinson, 
Loglift, Kesla, Liv.

 Our new timber cranes are now operating out in the Irish forestry 
industry with very positive feedback from our customers. We 
manufacture two models of crane to choose from, a 9 tonne and a 12 
tonne. � ese both come in a single and double extension model. Our 
cranes have the highest quality � nish with investments in our own forms 
for castings in Scandinavia, Swedish Steel, Parker Hydraulics, Indexator 
Rotators and Links, Tamtron and Maxi Cap Weighting Systems and 
high power LED working lights. � e high standard of � nish extends to 
the main components as they are blasted, primed and painted which 
presents a huge advantage over competing products. Robinson also 
supply their own grapple with its crane. � is is a Robinson 42 Grapple 
which has a gripping area of 0.42m2. Robinson’s also manufacture their 
own Robinson One Piece Timber Bunk. � ese are made of specialised 
Swedish Steel. Due to the weight and price of the Robinson Bunks, they 
can now compete aggressively in the market place, making them very 
popular with customers.

Contact Us Today
For a discussion about your needs and how Robinson would be 
pleased to assist you, please call us today on Tel: 057 86 24832 or 
email scott@robinsondistribution.ie You can visit our website on
www.robinsondistribution.ie 

“Our state of the art production plant 
is one of the most modern trailer 
manufacturing facilities in Ireland”
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APF 2020 – Postponed

Due to the ongoing uncertainties surrounding Covid 19 the 
Directors of APF 2020 have taken the di�cult decision to 
postpone the event this year.   �e revised plan is to roll 
forward the show to 23/24/25th September 2021 at the same 

venue at Ragley Estate.
�e decision was taken after carefully considering many elements 

including:
• �e current ban on mass gatherings is still in place with no 

indication of if or when this restriction will be lifted.
• Recognising that exhibitors need to order stock and equipment for 

the show, much of which has a three month lead time and avoid 
the risk of exhibitors buying stock for the show which is then 
cancelled at short notice.

• Many businesses have been forced to close and equipment that 
some exhibitors would like to have for the show will not be 
available

• �e potential lack of availability of nearby hotel accommodation 
for APF sta�

• �e proposed restrictions and quarantining of anyone visiting 
the UK will severely a�ect exhibitors, their sta� and visitors from 
abroad being able to attend

• Social distancing rules making it very hard for exhibitors to engage 
with visitors safely 

• Concerns about safety and business lockdowns a�ecting the 
number of exhibitors who attend.

• Concerns that safety issues will restrict visitor numbers and 
therefore badly a�ect trading levels for exhibitors

• Our ability to safely manage large numbers of visitors and 
maintain social distancing rules.

• Not to place an unnecessary potential strain on local emergency 
services by holding a mass gathering and recognising that currently 
police, ambulance and St John Ambulance are not attending any 
such events, with no indication of when they might do so.

• Concerns about our own sta� safety working at such a large event.
• Concerns raised by exhibitors about attending and whether it 

would be viable for them to do so.
• Exhibition Secretary, Ian Millward commented  “ It is with a very 

heavy heart that we made this decision, but taking all of the above 
into account it became obvious that there was only one sensible 
option and that was to postpone until September 2021.     �e 
show is the industry �agship event and everyone in the organising 
team is passionate about the show and want to make it the best 
we possibly can.   We simply cannot stage the event this year to 
the size and quality our exhibitors, sponsors, visitor and ourselves 
want.   We sincerely hope that in 12 months time the world will 
have returned to something much closer to normal and we can run 
the event as we and everyone else want.

Although the decision to postpone will impact �nancially, we remain 
in a robust �nancial position and exhibitors will not lose their site fees.  
We will roll these forward to APF 2021.   Any visitors who have already 
bought advance tickets can either carry forward their tickets to APF 
2021 or request a refund.

�e show is a biannual event and after APF 2021 we will continue 
with this two-year cycle so the next event would be 2023 then 2025 etc. 

We hope that all our exhibitors, sponsors and visitors agree with our 
decision to postpone and that by doing so we can all have a far better 
event next year”

Ian went on to say “Since the announcement we have been greatly 
encouraged by the 100% support we have received from both exhibitors 
and visitors via email and on social media.  �e APF show is a huge 
show and no-one wants to see a scaled down event.  On the positive side 
it gives us another 12 months to plan even more events for APF 2021 
including a Tree Workers Zone, a fencing village, an international tree 
climbing competition, have-a-go horse logging and running training 
courses on site during the show”

APF 2021 is open for bookings and Irish company MASO became 
the 175th exhibitor to book in.   Maps and bookings forms are on the 
website and advanced ticket sales are also open.

If you have any queries about any of the above please contact us on 01428 
723545 or email us at  info@apfexhibition.co.uk

APF 2020
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